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Electrons confined to one dimension exhibit various counter-intuitive phenomena
such as charge fractionalization, spin-charge separation, and Majorana end modes in-
duced at nanowires rendered topologically superconducting. In my research thesis
I have performed spectroscopic mappings of the electronic states in InAs nanowires
through scanning tunneling microscopy and probe their one-dimensional electronic
structure. This research was made possible by developing a method to maintain the
molecular beam epitaxially grown nanowires under ultra-high vacuum. This proce-
dure uniquely allows us to atomically resolve the pristine facets of the nanowires, to
detect the electronic quantized spectrum through Van-Hove singularities and to visu-
alize the quantized subbands through the interference patterns the one-dimensional
electronic states embed in the local density of states as they scatter off adatoms, stack-
ing faults, and the nanowire end. In bare nanowires I identify a novel effect driven by
the strong electron-electron interactions in one-dimension. At high energies, relaxation
dynamics is manifestly different from the relaxation of low energy excitation, and hot
electrons regain their phase coherence. The origin of this unusual energy-evolution of
phase coherence lies in the form of the effective Coulomb interaction in one-dimension
that increasingly decouples the hot electrons from the cold Fermi sea. I have further
measured nanowires supplemented with epitaxial aluminum layer, and study the ef-
fect of the Coulomb interaction in small islands configuration. The importance of this
material system in the framework of current realizations of Majorana modes renders
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is a well established paradigm in physics that the behavior of a physical system is
drastically influenced by its dimensionality. In particular, quantum mechanics pre-
dicts that when quantum particles, such as electrons, are spatially confined to systems
whose dimensions are comparable to the de-Broglie wave-length of the particles, the
set of allowed energy states quantizes, and that can lead to a drastic change in the
physical properties of the system. Studying the effects of reduced dimensionality has
always been a rich and rewarding quest in condensed matter physics, and became even
more exciting when advances in material science and fabrication methods admitted
realization of such physical systems. For example, two-dimensional (2D) electron-gas
systems can be found in semiconductor heterostructures and at the surfaces of vari-
ous materials, giving rise to intriguing phenomena such as the quantum Hall effect.
Well-defined edges of certain 2D systems and nanoscale wires can be used to probe the
fascinating properties of one-dimensional (1D) electron systems (Giamarchi, 2003).

A quantum view of a non-interacting 1D electronic system is, in fact, quite straight-
forward. For a 1D system along the z-direction, one just needs to quantize the momenta
of the free electron gas in the confined directions x and y. The breaking of translational
invariance in these directions violates momentum conservation and renders the asso-
ciated momenta kx and kz invalid quantum numbers. Instead, their quantized values
nx and ny define new quantum states that label the emergent subbands and recast the
dispersion relations in terms of Enx,ny(kz). This type of physics will be described in
more details in Chapter 3. Indeed, there is little difference between 1D non-interacting
electrons and their 3D counterparts - interactions are responsible for the peculiar prop-
erties they exhibit in 1D.

For an electronic system the relevant interaction is Coulomb repulsion between the
electrons. Typically, the strength of this interaction is comparable to the kinetic energy
and therefore prevents treating it by standard perturbation theory. This problem has
been triumphantly solved in higher dimensions by Landau’s Fermi liquid theory. For
non-interacting Fermi system, Pauli’s exclusion principle dictates that at zero temper-
ature all the states up to the Fermi level are full, and the states above it are empty. The
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excitations of the system have well-defined k and E(k) and have infinite lifetime since
they are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian. What Landau’s argued is that this description
is essentially valid also for an interacting system. The main difference is that the ex-
citations of the system are no longer the bare electrons, but electrons surrounded by
density fluctuations coming from particle-holes excitations of the ground state. These
dressed electrons are called quasiparticles, and can be considered for practical pur-
pose as free particles. The quasiparticles have their own dispersion relation ε(k), that
reflects the time dependence of their wavefunction e−iε(k)t. Close to the Fermi surface
this dispersion can be linearized in powers of k− kF:

ε(k) ' ε(kF) +
kF

m∗
(k− kF) (1.1)

where kF is the Fermi momentum and the renormalized effective mass m∗ is the only
change that is required in order to account for the effect of the interactions. For a spher-
ical Fermi surface kF remains unchanged, since Luttinger’s theorem ensures that the
volume of the Fermi sea is conserved in any interacting system. Clearly, these quasi-
particles are not eigenvalues of the interacting Hamiltonian, and therefore have finite
lifetime τ. It is therefore prudent to ask what makes the description of the excitations
spectrum in terms of quasiparticles so useful? What Landau managed to show is that
in 3D τ diverges as 1/ε(k)2, and therefore excitations near the Fermi surface have in-
definitely long lifetimes. It asserts that for low lying excitations ε/EF � 1, the finite
lifetime broadening of these entities, Γ = h̄/τ ∼ ε2 is narrower than their energy,
Γ < ε, rendering them well defined. The result in 2D is qualitatively similar with dif-
ferent functional behavior (Yacoby et al., 1991). The ingenious insight of Landau’s the-
ory is that he derived this conclusion employing only simple phase space arguments,
without committing to any specific form of the interaction and therefore not restricting it to
weak coupling.

The wide applicability of the Fermi liquid theory fails in 1D, as can be understood
by imaging the motion of interacting 1D electrons. In order to propagate through the
channel, an electron is bound to "push" its neighbors, forcing the liquid of interacting
electrons to shift away from it and exciting a collective density fluctuation mode. Inter-
estingly, this collective behavior is what makes the model that describes 1D electron
liquid exactly soluable, by means of transformation to Bose-like particles. This model,
known as the Luttinger liquid (Luttinger, 1963), gives rise to fascinating low-energy
phenomena like spin-charge separation, charge fractionalization that were observed
in experiment (Deshpande et al., 2010; Auslaender et al., 2005; Steinberg et al., 2008).
With all that in mind, we should be a bit more careful about the relevant limits in
which the Fermi and Luttinger liquid theory apply. In both models the linearazation
of the dispersion in the low-energy limit is a critical ingredient. This is a very good
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FIGURE 1.1: (A) Schematics of the Fermi surface and quasiparticle excitations of a
Fermi liquid. The illustrated small momentum transfer two-particle processes give
the leading contribution to relaxation at higher dimensions, and the energy and mo-
mentum conservation can be matched invoking different momenta components. (B)
Relaxation of a high-energy-particle with non-linear dispersion in 1D. In order to con-
serve Energy and momentum three-particle processes involving excitation of counter

propagating modes are necessary.

approximation for normal metals that have Fermi energies of about 1 eV (10000 K), but
for other systems (e.g. semiconductors) the Fermi energy can be substantially lower,
and a linear expansion of the dispersion cannot be assumed to be valid in all relevant
energy scales. For example, in our InAs nanowires EF ∼ 100 meV sets the energy scale
in which we start to see the counter-intuitive phenomena described in Chapter 4.

New paradigms beyond the Luttinger liquid model that take into account the non-
linearity of the realistic dispersion should therefore be developed in 1D (Imambekov
and Glazman, 2009), and in some cases a perturbative approach can be carefully em-
ployed (Lunde, Flensberg, and Glazman, 2007; Imambekov, Schmidt, and Glazman,
2012; Karzig, Glazman, and Von Oppen, 2010). Whereas in higher dimensions momen-
tum and energy conservation can be easily satisfied by invoking different vector com-
ponents of the momentum, 1D poses strict restrictions on allowed collisions (Fig. 1.1).
Consequently, a pair of elastically scattered electrons can either exchange momenta or
transfer zero momenta, and since neither option changes the total energy of the parti-
cle, pair collisions cannot promote energy relaxation. Relaxation can be facilitated only
by higher order three-particle processes that excite an additional counter-propagating
mode that provides the necessary phase space to match the momenta. This leads to a
peculiar consequence - relaxation is much less efficient for holes than it is for electrons,
since a hole relaxation process must include decaying of a hot electron into the Fermi
sea - a strictly forbidden process at zero temperature. This effect was seen in trans-
port measurement of cleaved edged overgrowth nanowires (Barak et al., 2010) and is
intimately related to the results we present in Chapter 4.
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FIGURE 1.2: (A) graphical illustration of the Kitaev chain model. A trivial supercon-
ducting pairing will pair all the fermion in the ground state (blue dashed line), when
the systems parameters are tuned into the topological regime, the two end Majoranas
will remain unpaired (red dashed line), and can be composed to a single non-local
Majorana fermion. (B) Graphical illustration of the physical system that supports the
realization of Mojorana modes. In a presence of a magnetic field BZ a semiconducting
nanowire with strong spin-orbit interactions hosts helical modes. When this nanowire
is covered with a superconducting material, a gap is induced by the proximity effect.
Tunning of the system parameters drives it to the topological regime, where two Ma-
joranas appear at the end of the nanowire. (C) Energy spectrum as a function of the
momentum along a superconducting nanowire. trivial s-wave superconductivity pairs
electrons of opposite spins and opens a gap at finite momentum. Spin-orbit interaction
shifts the spin-labeled bands, and a Zeeman field mixes the two species and opens a
gap at zero momentum. Above a critical field the fully developed gap becomes topo-

logical, giving rise to Majorana end modes.

Another important aspect of my work has to do with the fascinating interplay be-
tween 1D systems and topological phases of matter, and in particular with their re-
lation to Majorana fermions. Topological classification is a theory that goes beyond
Landau’s symmetry-breaking classification of different phases of matter, and incorpo-
rates ideas from topology, field theory and band theory in the context of condensed
matter physics. Topological phases give rise to many interesting phenomena includ-
ing ground state degeneracy and protected edge states, including Majorana fermions.
This particle was hypothesized by Ettore Majorana when he was looking for real so-
lutions to Dirac’s equation. Since the creation operator associated with this solution
is real γ† = γ, a Majorana particle constitutes its own antiparticle. For many years
the neutrino elementary particle was speculated to be a Majorana state. Whereas this
hypothesis has not been confirmed yet, recent realization of Majorana modes as emer-
gent excitations in condensed matter systems has raised enormous interest (Das et al.,
2012; Mourik et al., 2012; Albrecht et al., 2016; Nadj-Perge et al., 2014). One of the mile-
stones in this discovery has been a simple model presented by Kitaev, that predicted
the existence of topologically protected Majorana modes at the edges of a 1D super-
conducting chain (Kitaev, 2001). The model includes a tight-binding Hamiltonian of
spinless fermions with superconducting pairing.
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H = −µ
N

∑
n=1

c†
ncn − t

N

∑
n=1

c†
n+1cn + ∆

N

∑
n=1

cncn+1 + h.c. (1.2)

where c†
n and cn are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators on the atomic

site n, µ is the on-site energy, t is the hopping amplitude and ∆ is the superconducting
order parameter. This Hamiltonian can be rewritten in terms of Majorana operators:
cn = 1

2 e−iφ/2(γn,B + iγ†
n,A), where A and B denote the two operators on each atomic

site and φ is the phase of ∆. For µ = 0 and t = |∆| the transformed Hamiltonian reads:

H = −it
N−1

∑
n=1

γB,nγA,n+1 (1.3)

At both ends of the chain one finds unpaired Majorana modes γA,1 and γB,N that do
not appear in the transformed Hamiltonian, and therefore can be combined to one
non-local zero-energy state (Fig, 1.2A). More generally, when the hopping amplitude
t becomes large compared to the on-site energy µ, the superconducting order param-
eter ∆ pairs Majoranas from neighboring sites and the system enters the topological
phase characterized by ground state degeneracy. The particle-hole symmetry of the
superconductor implies that a state bound to zero energy must be an equal-weight
superposition of particles and holes, and therefore it indeed constitutes its own anti-
particle. The unusual requisite of spinless fermions is an essential and yet problem-
atic part of this model. Fermions ought to have antisymmetric wavefunction with
respect to exchange, and if the spinor part of the wavefunction will transform sym-
metrically, it would necessarily imply that the order parameter must be antisymmetric
∆(−k) = −∆(k). In 1D this spin-triplet pairing can only mean p-wave superconduc-
tivity, and in fact, the origin of the topological classification of this phase lies in the
non-trivial momentum space winding of the phase of a p-wave order parameter. Un-
fortunately, as far as we know Nature provided us only with s-wave superconductors
that pair electrons with opposite spins.

The challenge of engineering a system with effectively spinless electrons has been
masterfully met by theorists (Oreg, Refael, and Von Oppen, 2010; Lutchyn, Sau, and
Das Sarma, 2010). They proposed hybrid superconductor-semiconductor nanowires
with strong spin-orbit coupling in the presence of a magnetic field as candidates for
realization of Majorana modes (Fig. 1.2B). The idea behind it is that the spin orbit
interaction constantly rotates the spin of the electron as it propagates along the channel.
This allows the pairing by the proximity induced s-wave superconductivity to coexist
with even spin configuration. More formally, this system is described by the following
Hamiltonian:
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H = (k2/2m + αkσy − µ)τz + Bσz + δτx (1.4)

where σ and τ are Pauli matrices in the spin and particle-hole sectors correspondingly,
α is the spin-orbit interaction strength and B is the Zeeman magnetic field. The spin-
orbit interaction splits the spin-labeled bands in momentum space, and when B is ap-
plied perpendicularly to the effective spin-orbit field αk (as implied by coupling them
to different Pauli operators σy and σz), it mixes opposite-spin states and opens an en-
ergy gap at the bands crossing point at k = 0. Consequently, spin ceases being a good
quantum number, but the hybridized bands can now be labeled by a new quantum
number, defined by the helicity operator σ · k/|k| = ±1. When the chemical potential
is tuned to this energy gap, the low energy theory consists of only one helical band,
and the electrons are effectively spinless (namely, the spinor part of their wavefunc-
tion contains only one pseudo-spin specie). The superconducting pairing is unaffected
by this, since it pairs the physical spin of the electrons, and a single helical band sup-
ports opposite spins species for k and −k. The combination of the superconducting
gap at EF with the helical gap at k = 0 results in a topological gap and emergence
of corresponding Majorana end modes (Fig. 1.2C). The realization of Majorana mode
is therefore founded on three main building blocks: 1D ballistic channels, emergence
of helical bands, and induced superconductivity. Remarkably, in spite of the striking
progress in detecting Majorana signatures in this material system, there is a consider-
able lack of experimental study inspecting these building blocks independently. This
trend is even more pronounced considering the overflow of theoretical works, and the
importance of a careful study of the realistic parameters. Such experimental work is
crucial to improve design principles of devices aiming at demonstrating high-end ob-
jectives like non-abelian braiding and topological quantum computation. We will refer
to these consideration wherever they are relevant to our results, and in particular in
Chapters 3 and 5.

In my Ph.D research I used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to investigate
different aspects of electronic behavior in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) grown InAs
nanowires, with and without Aluminum coating. In the following I will sketch the
structure of the thesis and highlight the results discussed in each chapter.

In Chapter 2 I present a brief background to STM and describe the experimental
challenges and the setup we used for the measurements. It provides details of the
portable vacuum suitcase that allows nanowires to be transferred intact from the MBE
chamber to the STM, and reviews the growth and measurement considerations en-
abling us to perform the first exhaustive spectroscopic mapping of InAs nanowires.

In Chapter 3 I report how using these methods enabled us to directly visualize the
1D electronic structure of the nanowires. We observe Van-Hove singularities in the
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differential conductance measurements that originate from the divergent density-of-
states at the bottom of each one-dimensional subband. We further visualize the energy
dispersion of the subbands by means of quasi-particle interference, and support our
results using density functional theory and tight-binding calculations. Finally I discuss
the relevance of our results for present-day experiments.

Chapter 4 deals with measuring the interaction induced decoherence of hot elec-
trons confined within the nanowires. We extracted the hot-electrons’ phase coher-
ence length and phase coherence time, and unveiled a novel high-energy regime of
extended electronic phase coherence in one-dimension. Typically, electron phase co-
herence in mesoscopic solid-state materials depends on a low rate of scattering among
electrons. Landau’s argument tells us that the higher the energy of a hot electron,
the faster it relaxes and therefore loses its phase coherence. We find that in semicon-
ducting nanowires, dispersion and Coulomb interaction combine in a way that revives
phase coherence of ultrahot electrons; above a certain energy threshold, phase coher-
ence grows with increasing energy. Our findings are based on two equivalent and
yet independent experiments; The coherence length of the hot electrons is extracted
from their quasi-particle interference as they scattered from the end of the nanowire,
and their coherence time is estimated from the energy broadening of quantized reso-
nances in a Fabry-Pérot like apparatus. We compare both cases and follow their non-
monotonic evolution with energy. Finally, we present a theoretical model that explains
this non-monotonicity by accounting for the unique interplay between phase space and
Coulomb interaction in one-dimension. These results are also reported in ref. Reiner
et al., 2017. In Chapter 5 I elaborate on a measurement of quantum dots that natu-
rally form in aluminum droplets epitaxially grown on the nanowire side facets. The
Coulomb staircase structure of these quantum dots is analyzed in the framework of
what is known as the orthodox model, allowing us to estimate important parame-
ters of the Al/InAs interface. We then go beyond this model to study the role of the
unique electrostatic environment that is realized by coupling the dot to a semiconduct-
ing nanowire, rather than a conventional metallic electrode. In proximity to the islands
we identify an indirect charging mechanism where in-gap resonances act as a switch
for the conductance of the one-dimensional states, resulting in negative differential
conductance, and discuss possible explanations.

This study paves the way for further spectroscopic studies of coherent manipula-
tions and applications of electrons in semiconducting nanowires. It can also be im-
portant in the context of several exciting research avenues such as spatial mapping of
Majorana fermions and their manipulation by charge coupling to quantum dots.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Introduction

The scanning tunneling microscope (STM) is a tool that is used for imaging and spec-
troscopy of surfaces at the atomic scale. It was invented in 1982 by Binnig and Rohrer
(Binnig et al., 1982), and its enormous impact was recognized soon after, awarding
its inventors the 1986 Nobel prize. It is paramount for many fields of research, in-
cluding material and surface science, molecular physics, condensed matter physics
and more. Even when narrowing to the latter discipline, the remarkable contributions
achieved by STM studies in understanding metals, semiconductors, superconductors,
magnetism, topological phases and other fundamental phases of matter are too long to
list here. Yet, STM has its limitations, and albeit the scientific significance of semicon-
duting nanowires in the recent years, only few experimental STM results are reported.
(Hilner et al., 2008; Hjort et al., 2015; Knutsson et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2015). There are
several reasons for that, but the main reason is the reactive surface of the nanowires
that oxidizes immediately after exposing them to ambient condition. This oxide bar-
rier prevents the STM probe from forming a stable tunnel junction required for STM
measurement. Attempts to remove the oxide by annealing are problematic because
the nanowires are expected to disintegrate in UHV before the oxide removal. Previ-
ous attempts include oxide removal and hydrogen passivation of Si nanowires using
wet chemistry (Ma, 2003), and atomic hydrogen cleaning (Hilner et al., 2008). This has
worked to a limited success, allowing imaging of the atomic structure, but only very
basic spectroscopy of the electronic structure. We overcome this massive technological
challenge by means of a portable vacuum chamber that bridges between the Molecular
Beam Epitaxy (MBE) machine and the STM ultra-high vacuum (UHV) chambers. The
pristine nanowires are dispersed over a clean substrate without breaking vacuum and
thus remain apt for STM studies. But even with that, the juncture of a complex exper-
imental tool like STM with an intricate system like nanowires introduces many more
challenges, which required innovation on both the growth and measurement ends. In
this Chapter we will start with a brief introduction to the working principles of STM.
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FIGURE 2.1: (A) Schematic diagram of a tunnel barrier with two metallic electrodes.
The electrodes are separated by thin vacuum barrier and biased by voltage V. The
tunneling current is facilitated by the exponential tails of the wavefunctions. Inset:
The STM realization of a tunneling barrier (B) Energy diagram of the respective DOS
of the tip (assumed to be flat) and the sample. Only electrons in the range [EF, EF ± eV]

contribute to the tunneling current (up to thermal broadening).

We will then turn to describe the technical aspects of the STM measurements that are
specific to this work, and disclose some details of the growth and transfer methods.

2.2 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

2.2.1 Background 1

The Tunneling Current

The STM is based on a tunnel junction formed by an atomically sharp conducting tip
positioned a very short distance from the surface of the studied sample (Fig. 2.1A).
According to the quantum theory of tunneling, application of voltage bias V across the
tunnel junction will result in a tunneling current. The tunneling probability amplitude
M can be calculated using a model for a metal-vaccum-metal tunneling junction. This
model can be solved with the Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin (WKB) approximation for a
barrier of width s and height φ, determined by the values of the work functions of the
tip and the sample. Typically φ is couple of electronvolts and eV � φ, so the vacuum
barrier can be considered as a square barrier. This scenario has been carefully consid-
ered by Bardeen, who argued that under reasonable assumptions on the exponentially
small overlap between the wavefunctions (Fig 2.1B), M is virtually independent of en-
ergy provided by the voltage bias (Bardeen, 1961).

1This section and the figures within are based on the textbooks Chen, 2008 and Wiesendanger, 1994,
as well as the Ph.D thesis by Hoffman, 2003. The data shown are measurements of Cu(111) acquired in
our lab.
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|M|2 = exp

(
−2

√
2meφ

h̄
s

)
= exp (−2κs) (2.1)

Typically, the exponential factor can be estimated as κ ∼ 1 Å
−1

, and the result-
ing amplitude drops by an order of magnitude for every Ångstrom. This exponential
decay with the tip-sample separation is the key feature that allows the realization of
atomic-scale topography. The tunneling current is calculated by using Fermi’s golden
rule, accounting for electron (holes) flow from the filled (empty) states of the sample to
the empty (filled) states of the tip, by summing over ρs(E) and ρt(E) - their respective
local density-of-states (LDOS), as depicted in Fig. 2.1B.

I = −4πe
h̄

∫ ∞

−eV
|M|2ρs(E)ρt(E + eV) [ f (E) (1− f (E + eV))

− (1− f (E)) f (E + eV)] dE (2.2)

One can simplify this expression and write the tunneling current as:

I = −4πe
h̄

ρt(0)|M|2
∫ eV

0
ρs(EF − eV + ε)dε (2.3)

The physical assumptions that justify this simplified form are:

1. The metallic tip is characterized by a flat ρt(E) around EF and can therefore be
taken out of the integral.

2. The temperature is low enough so that the Fermi distribution function cuts-off
sharply at EF. In practice at a finite temperature T this assumption can be relaxed
and accounted for by thermal broadening of the LDOS by a factor of approxi-
mately 3.5KBT.

3. |M|2 is independent of the energy difference between the tip and the sample.

It is important to note that electronic correlations can change this picture dramatically,
as will be demonstrated in Chapter 5.

In STM the tip scans the sample surface with extremely high vertical and lateral
precision, using a set of piezoelectric elements. The tunneling current is measured as
a function of V and the spatial position (x, y), and varies with z, allowing topographic
measurements, and with ρs(E), allowing spectroscopic measurements. Changes due
to φ (for instance with different crystal terminations) can be also measured, but this
practice is less common.
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Modes of operation

STM is a rather versatile tool, which can be used for many purposes. We will briefly
describe three common measurement methods which have been used extensively in
our study, and are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

• Topography - in this mode, one fixes V and rasters the tip across the surface while
employing a feedback loop that controls the z piezo to keep a predetermined
tunneling current Iset fixed. The voltage applied to the piezo is recorded and
translated to units of distance, and due to the exponential dependence of the
tunneling current on z it gives a very precise mapping of the surface topography.
It should be noted that the actual distance from the surface is a bit arbitrary and
depends on V and Iset. In fact, even the notion of distance from the surface is a bit
vague, because in STM we measure electrons, not atoms. For instance because of
the dependence of I in ρs, spatial variations in electron density might also register
in the topography, but since this dependence is in the integrand of Eq. 2.3 and
the z dependence is exponential, it’s usually simple to distinguish between the
two. Fig. 2.2B shows the topography of the surface of a copper crystal, where
the atomic step edges and a screw dislocation can be seen. In the context of our
research, topography is necessary to find and probe the nano-structure of the
wires, as well as to address questions regarding their crystallographic properties
(Hilner et al., 2008).

• Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) - The LDOS as a function of energy can
be extracted from the tunneling current by linear expansion of the integrand in
Eq. 2.3 and differentiation with respect to V at fixed bias V0:

dI
dV

∣∣∣∣
V0

∝ ρs(EF − eV0) (2.4)

In practice, in order to reduce the noise we do not take a numerical derivative,
but use a lock-in amplifier to modulate the bias by an AC signal dV around the
DC bias V0 and measure the current modulation dI at the same frequency. Im-
portantly, the feedback loop is open at the time of the measurement so no con-
tribution of the tip-sample separation is expected, unless there is a mechanical
drift in their relative positions. During the experiment we scan a range of dis-
tinct DC voltages, where the energy resolution we aim for is determined by the
specific features we want to probe. The result is resolving ρs(E)|E=eV , and pro-
viding a significant input on the electronic structure. Figure 2.2C shows a cusp
in the dI/dV that comes from the onset of the copper surface states band on the
featureless background of the 3D metal LDOS.
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FIGURE 2.2: (A) Graphical illustration of STM operation modes, based on Ref. Hoff-
man, 2003. The 3D data set ρ(E; x, y) can be explored in different ways illustrated in
(B)-(E). (B) Topography: the tip distance from the sample is kept constant by the feed-
back loop and the LDOS is integrated from −eV to EF. (C) dI/dV curve as a function
of energy can be acquired at a point. It can be obtained by lock-in measurement and is
proportional to the LDOS (Eq. 2.4). (D) dI/dV linecut along a line perpendicular to a
step edge in copper. The energy dependence of the scattered electrons is manifested by
the different wavelength at each energy. (E) dI/dV map at a single energy determined

by the voltage bias. The map shows Freidel oscillations from two impurities.

• spectroscopic maps - Instead of taking a single dI/dV curve, one can acquire
multiple curves at different (x, y) points, e.g. along some line-cut or on a two-
dimensional grid which comprises a dI/dV map or spectroscopic map for each
energy - ρs(E; x, y). A spectroscopic map can be viewed as stack of sliced 2D or
1D spatial maps, where each slice corresponds to a different energy. In Fig. 2.2D
a spectroscopic linecut (1D map) close to an atomic step edge in copper shows
the energy dependence of the interference patterns. The spatial structure of the
oscillations due to scattering from impurities at a specific energy is presented in
a 2D map in Fig. 2.2E. Fourier transforming the spectroscopic map, spatial mod-
ulations in the LDOS, also known as quasi-particle interference (QPI) are trans-
lated into momentum space, FT (ρ(E, x)) = ρ(E, q). These reveals information
on the momentum transfer q associated with the scattering processes of surface
electrons as detailed below.
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FIGURE 2.3: (A) A low bias topographic image of a CO molecule on Cu(111) surface.
Note that at low bias QPI can be seen also in topography. (B) Illustration of the 2D
free-electron-like dispersion of copper surface electrons. (C) Fourier transform of the
QPI at low bias - the bright ring corresponds to the Fermi surface. (D) Dispersing
QPI pattern at a line cut across the CO molecule (along the blue dotted line in (A)) (E)
Fourier transform of (D) shows the surface states dispersion E(q). (F) The low bias to-
pographic image of a crystallographic step edge on Cu(111) surface. (G) dI/dV line cut
at 200 meV away from the step edge (along dotted line) fitted with appropriate Bessel
function. The measured decay is faster due to decoherence. (H) Dispersing QPI pattern
at a line cut across step edge (along the dotted line in panel (D)). (I) Fourier transfor-
mation of (E) shows the surface states dispersion E(q). Adopted from the review by

Avraham et al., 2018
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2.2.2 Quasi-particle interference (QPI) 2

The method of QPI has been used to study a variety of electronic systems including
metallic surface states (Crommie, Lutz, and Eigler, 1993; Bürgi et al., 1999), various cor-
related states as high temperature superconductors (Hoffman et al., 2002b; Vershinin
et al., 2004), heavy fermion systems (Aynajian et al., 2012) and charge density waves
(Arguello et al., 2015), graphene, (Miller et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2009; Du et al., 2009),
and topological electronic systems as topological insulators (Roushan et al., 2009), Weyl
semimetals (Inoue et al., 2016; Batabyal et al., 2016), and Majorana states (Nadj-Perge et
al., 2014). We first demonstrate the application of the QPI method on the well-studied
system of the 2D Shockley surface states bound on the (111) surface of Cu single crys-
tals (Crommie, Lutz, and Eigler, 1993). The band structure of these states is known
to be fairly free-electron like. It has a parabolic dispersion, E(k) = h̄2/2m∗, with an
isotropic effective mass of m∗ ∼ 0.4me. The bottom of the surface state band lies about
440 meV below EF. The extremely weak spin-orbit coupling in Cu leaves the surface
band practically doubly degenerate. We use this electronic system as a case study for
demonstrating the principles of QPI method. The LDOS is given by

ρ(E, r) = ∑
k
|ψk(r)|2 δ(E− εk) (2.5)

where |ψk(r)| is the electronic wave function and εk is its energy determined by the
dispersion. The typical LDOS ρ0 found on Cu(111) surface far from any scatterer is
shown in Fig 2.2A. The broad peak-like feature in the LDOS that sharply onsets 440
meV below EF (above the dotted line) is the surface state contribution to the surface
projected bulk LDOS.

QPI from Point Defects

We begin with examining the response of the surface electrons to a point-like scatterer
located at ro and adds a potential V(r) = V0δ(r − r0). A typical surface topography
taken around such point-like scatterer on the Cu(111) surface is shown in Fig. 2.3A.
The location of the scatterer appears in the topography as a local dip which is sur-
rounded by a circular ripple-like pattern. These circular ripples are the interference
pattern of the scattered electrons embedded in the LDOS. They testify on the existence
of a point scatterer such as a vacancy or an adatom at the origin of the circular waves.
The common adatom species on the surface of Cu are CO molecules. These form a
potential barrier for the electrons tunneling from tip. Consequently, although topo-
graphically the molecule extends out from the surface, in order to maintain constant

2This section is adopted from the review by Avraham et al., 2018.
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tunneling current under constant bias, the tip moves closer to the surface. The CO
molecule is accordingly registered as a topographic intrusion rather than an extrusion.
In presence of disorder such as the CO molecule, other impurities or crystal defects,
translational invariance is broken and elastic scattering processes mix equal-energy
states of momenta k and k′, corresponding to the incoming and outgoing momenta
of the scattered electron. The standing wave resulting from the scattering process will
be seen in the LDOS map as an interference pattern with a wavevector q = k− k′, as
illustrated in Fig. 2.3B). Fourier transform of the spectroscopic map will thus reveal the
underlying scattering processes and the available phase-space volume for their occur-
rence. This in turn can be used to reconstruct the dispersion and the structure of the
Fermi surface or any other constant energy surface (Petersen et al., 1998; Hoffman et al.,
2002b). This is illustrated in Fig 2.3C that shows the Fourier transform of the low bias
topography (Fig. 2.3A), therefore capturing the circular Fermi surface (corresponding
the contour of constant energy at zero bias) of Cu(111) surface states.

By measuring a dI/dV line cut across the impurity as a function of bias voltage
one can directly image the evolution of these standing waves as a function of energy.
The energy dispersion of the standing waves obtained around the impurity is shown
in Fig. 2.3D. It was measured along a line cut that crosses the impurity as marked by
the blue line in Fig. 2.3A. Note that the wavelength of these standing waves increases
upon decreasing the energy until it diverges at the bottom of the surface states band,
approximately at -440 meV. This dispersing wavelength corresponds to the momentum
transfer wave vector q = k− k′, which in Cu(111) is dominated by the backscattering
channel k = −k′, implying q = 2k . At the Fermi energy this momentum transfer
equals q = 2kF. This can be obtained by solving explicitly the scattering problem with
cylindrical symmetry imposed by the scatterer, which to lowest order yields:

ρ(r, E) = ρ0

(
1 +

2
πkFr

(
cos2

(
kFr− π

4
+ η0

)
− cos2

(
kFr− π

4

)))
(2.6)

where η0 is the phase shift affected by the detailed scattering potential (Crommie, Lutz,
and Eigler, 1993; Hoffman et al., 2002a). For a δ-like potential with η0 = π/2 the
modulated LDOS reduces to:

ρ(r, E) = ρ0

(
1− 2 sin (2kFr)

πkFr

)
(2.7)

The q = 2kF oscillatory modulation becomes apparent, as does the radial attenuation
in the amplitude of the oscillations. This suppression originates from the spreading out
of the standing wave pattern over the circumference that grows as r. The quantization
of the dispersing band seen in 2.3D results from the presence of an additional adjacent
scatter (As can be seen for example in Fig 2.2E).
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QPI from Step Edges

Crystallographic step edges, as the one shown by the topography in Fig. 2.3F presents
another type of scattering source with different geometry than the one presented by
a point impurity. The atomically ordered step edge yields a translational invariant
scattering potential along the step edge, V(r) = V0Θ(x), where x is the distance from
the step edge. As a result the impinging electrons undergo a unidirectional scattering
perpendicular to the step edge such that kx = k′x + qx and ky = k′y. In a material with
isotropic dispersion like Cu, summing over these scattering processes yields a LDOS
given by

ρ(r, E) = ρ0 (1− J0(2kFx)) (2.8)

where J0 is the zero-order Bessel function which asymptotically goes as cos(qx)/
√

qx
(Crommie, Lutz, and Eigler, 1993; Avouris et al., 1994). The resulting standing wave
pattern along a line cut normal to the step edge (blue line in Fig. 2.3F) is shown in Fig.
2.3H. Its Fourier transform, presented in Fig. 2.3I, shows the energy dispersion E(qx)

which remarkably agrees with the E(q) obtained from scattering off a point impurity
(Fig. 2.3E).

Finally, Fig. 2.3G presents a single energy cut of the standing wave pattern taken
at 200 meV (dotted line). The expected oscillatory behavior with x−1/2 decay is fit-
ted to it (solid line). It becomes evident that the decay of the oscillation amplitude is
stronger than that predicted. The reason for that is decoherence of the scattered elec-
trons away from the step edge. The injected hot electrons lose their phase coherence
due to interaction with the environment which facilitates their relaxation. These can be
either interactions with the cold electrons occupying the Fermi sea or with phonons.
In any case it leads to an exponential suppression of the standing wave amplitude as a
function of the distance from the step edge

ρ(r, E) = ρ0

(
1− e−x/Lφ J0(2kFx)

)
(2.9)

over a length scale defined as the phase coherence length Lφ (Bürgi et al., 1999).
The above examples demonstrate that measuring the interference pattern electrons

embedded in the LDOS as they scatter off various crystallographic irregularities allows
one to study the electronic dispersion, scattering processes, and the phase decoherence
of the scattered electrons. In Chapter 4, we demonstrate how all these aspects were
used in our studies of InAs nanowires.
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FIGURE 2.4: (A) SEM image of InAs nanowires. The faint shadows along the
nanowires axis are atomically flat facets. (B) nanowires on their (111)B InAs substrate.
The tilted nanowire has randomly grown in the (100) direction. (C) TEM image of a
nanowire with multiple stacking faults along it. (D) High resolution TEM image near
a stacking fault, showing that the shifted layer create a step edge like feature in the to-
pography The atomic lattice of the nanowire and the thick oxide layer are also visible.

2.3 InAs Nanowire Growth

The challenge of scanning InAs nanowires with STM required a very close and col-
laborative work with the crystal growth team lead by Dr. Hadas Shtrikman. The vast
knowledge and skill required to grow state-of-art nanowires is far beyond the scope of
this section, and the reader is referred to Shtrikman et al., 2011 and references therein. It
is advisable, however, to highlight the specific aspects in which understanding growth
considerations was important to the incorporation of the nanowires in the STM exper-
iment.

InAs nanowires were grown on (111)B InAs substrate by the gold assisted vapor
liquid solid (VLS) technique in a high purity RIBER Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE)
growth system. The initial gold layer is evaporated in-situ after blow-off of the oxide
layer. In order to facilitate a neat harvesting (see below) the nanowires are grown at rel-
atively low density. This is obtained by nucleation 70◦ C above the growth temperature
which is then reached by ramping down at 5◦ C per minute. Under such conditions
the normally clean Wurtzite nanowires grow with stacking faults - occasional alterna-
tions of the crystal structure along the growth axis between Wurtzite to Zyncblende.
These stacking faults are considered undesirable for transport experiments since they
prevent ballistic transport (Kretinin et al., 2010), but do not comprise a serious obstacle
for a local probe like STM. In fact, being a strong scattering source for the electrons,
they turned out to be rather useful for us, as will be discussed in Section 4.2.2. Typical
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM) of
the grown nanowire and the stacking faults are shown in Fig. 2.4. Note that the stack-
ing faults induce an atomic shift that look like step edges but do not register with the
height of the unit cell.

The oversimplified archetype of a nanowire as a perfect cylindrical object cannot
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FIGURE 2.5: (A) STM topography of a nanowire grown without faceting exhibiting
round cross-section. (B) Zoomed-in topography of (A). The round cross-section in
conjugation with the lattice discretization yields a corrugated stepped surface filled
with randomly oriented dangling bonds. (C) A large-scale topography of a wide facet
on top of a wire with multiple stacking faults. (D) Zoomed-in topography of one of

the terraces. The average distance between impurities is couple of nm.

be correct on the atomic level, since the nanowire has to terminate with a well-defined
crystal facet. It is common, however, to grow the nanowires with many small facets
that overall give a round cross-section (Fig. 2.5A). Studying such nanowires we have
learned that this realization is less favorable for spectroscopy, possibly because the
dangling bonds at the surface are oriented in random directions, making the interpre-
tation of the dI/dV spectrum problematic. It is therefore necessary to grow nanowires
that form large side facets, suitable for STM studies (Fig. 2.5C). In order to facilitate
this, after axial growth of one hour at ∼ 500◦ C, the temperature was ramped down by
∼ 70◦ C to enhance side growth for 15 additional minutes. This produced relatively
thick InAs nanowires with prominent faceting.

For the experiments described in Chapter 5 we used epitaxial Al/InAs nanowires.
There we relate to few interesting STM insights on the growth of the Al crystallites, but
a full disclose of their growth procedure and related considerations is given in details
in Ref. Kang et al., 2017.

2.4 Ultra-High Vacuum Suitcase

Suitcase Design

The nanowires are transferred from the MBE growth chamber to a Unisoku low tem-
perature STM under ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions in a designated portable
suitcase. The pressure indicated by the reading of the ion pump current is 10−10 Torr,
but the actual pressure can be a slightly higher. In any case, opening the suitcase to the
STM chamber (10−8 − 10−9 Torr) hardly affects the pressure gauge reading, indicating
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FIGURE 2.6: UHV growth, harvest and transfer of nanowires. (A) UHV suitcase (blue)
and mating chamber (red) in which we disperse the grown nanowires on a gold surface
and transfer them under UHV from the MBE to STM chamber. (B) Topography of
freshly prepared Au(100) substrate. (c) SEM image of as-grown InAs nanowires. (D)

SEM image of harvested nanowires dispersed over the gold substrate.

a comparable vacuum level. To achieve this vacuum level the suitcase is equipped with
both an ion pump and a non-evaporable getter (NEG) pump. The ion pump is a small
TiTan pump from Gamma Vacuum, mounted on 1.33" CF with nominal pumping rate
of 3 L/s. This miniature configuration that limits the pumping capacity was inherited
from an earlier design, and a simple upgrade can be done by replacing it with a big-
ger one. During the transfer, the pump is powered by two car batteries, sufficient for
many hours of operation. The NEG pump is a D-200 CapaciTorr, and is very efficient
at adsorbing light elements like Hydrogen. UHV is preserved in the suitcase, MBE and
STM chambers at all time, but to ensure maximal UHV compatibility we connect the
CF gate-valves of the suitcase and the MBE/STM with a minimal length nipple (con-
necting the red and blue gate valve in Fig. 2.6A). This small trapped volume serves as
an airlock that is pumped through a designated pumping port with a molecular turbo
pump for minimum 15-60 minutes before opening the valves. A drop of about one
order of magnitude in the pressure is usually observed, and recovers within few hours
to a day time.

We tested the effectiveness of the vacuum suitcase in a series of experiments car-
ried out on a clean gold crystal. In one of them, the gold was cleaned with the usual
sputter-anneal cycles and scanned in the STM. It was later plugged out, cleaned again
and stored in the suitcase over the night (much longer than a usual transfer) before
subsequent scanning. In Fig. 2.7 the comparison between the freshly prepared sample
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FIGURE 2.7: (A) Typical topography of gold terraces immediately after cleaning them
with sputter-anneal cycles. (B) The same gold crystal was cleaned and transfered to
the vacuum suitcase overnight before measuring it. More impurities adsorbed to the

surface can be seen

and the stored sample can be appreciated. Only very dilute concentration of impurities
appears compared to the clean surface. Although this comparison does not take into
account the reactiveness of the semiconductor surface, it’s a powerful demonstration
for the robustness of this transfer method, later verified by imaging pristine surfaces,
for instance in Fig 2.5.

To accomplish nanowire harvesting, the suitcase is connected to an auxiliary mat-
ing chamber mounted on the MBE load-lock. The growth substrate is transfered into
the mating chamber and is gently pressed against a freshly prepared gold crystal. In
this process some of the nanowires break and attach to the gold surface (Fig. 2.6), pre-
sumably by van der Waals forces. The whole transferring procedure lasts about an
hour. We will now turn to discuss the details of this process.

Nanowire Harvesting

A successful mechanical harvesting, or "stamping" as we dub it, is a very crucial step
in the transfer process. Clearly, since this method is based of direct contact with the
growth substrate, no part of the sample holder can extrude higher than the gold sur-
face, whether that be a screw, spring, shim or any other conventional way of clamping
the sample. Moreover, the nanowires need to be spread in a reasonable density over
a significant area of the sample surface - neither too dense to create a clutter, nor too
dilute to prevent their detection. A great care should therefore be given to an accu-
rate alignment of the growth substrate and the gold surface. For instance, to obtain a
coverage of couple of hundreds microns from the edge, assuming nanowires that are
few microns in length, the angle has to be smaller than arctan(0.01) ∼ 0.5◦. Failure
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FIGURE 2.8: (A) A cartridge with four Unisoku sample holder in the mating chamber,
with the block that holds the growth wafer. Inset: exploded view of the holder with the
gold crystal. (B) A side view of the holder with the springs that enable the alignment
necessary for the stamping. (C) Image of a stamped wafer on the block in the mating

chamber. The imprint of several stamping is visible.

to achieve this angle will result in a very dense clutter of nanowires only along the
edge of the gold crystal. On top of that, the whole stamping procedure is carried out in
UHV, where access and visibility are limited to cumbersome manipulators and small
viewing ports. This level of alignment cannot be attained just by using port aligners,
which are the standard method of solving alignment issues in vacuum. To achieve it
we incorporated into the sample receptacle designed by Unisoku a set of soft springs
(Fig. 2.8 A and B). This additional degree-of-freedom dynamically redefines the plane
of the gold surface with respect to the growth substrate with the slightest pressure,
ensuring optimal parallelism. As the sample aligns, a gradient of pressure is created -
it is largest at the initial contact point, usually at the physical edge of the crystal, and
releases towards its center. This pressure gradient induces a density gradient that is
advantageous for the nanowire search strategy, as described below. The gold crystal
is especially cut so that it could be clamped from its basis with the crystal upper sur-
face protruding above the height of the screws (Fig. 2.8 A and B). As shown in Fig.
2.8C, successful stamping leaves a prominent mark on the growth substrate, and can
therefore be easily verified by visual inspection.

2.5 Nanowire STM Experiment

Traditionally, STM is used to probe features at the atomic scale such as molecules and
atomically flat surfaces. The dimensions of the nanowires - tens of nanometers in di-
ameter and microns in length, introduce a completely different length-scale, which is
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comparable and sometimes even larger than the low-temperature dynamic range of
our piezo drivers (lateral field of view of 500× 500 nm2 and z range of 320 nm). This
necessitates a very careful scan - slow enough to allow the control feedback loop to
react in time to abrupt current surges expected when the tip tracks a nanowire. Ex-
tra care should be taken not to reach the dynamic range limit. Namely, if the scanner
tube reaches maximal contraction during the scan, the feedback loop becomes ineffec-
tive and the tip will crash into the surface. In addition, the nanowires are not always
spread on the entire sample, and a stochastic searching process is required to find a
suitable nanowire. The combination of these factors makes it a very challenging task,
especially since an accidental crash of the tip on a nanowire might make it useless for
spectroscopy. We therefore had to develop a systemic approach to find the nanowires
while keeping the tip intact.

Finding and Scanning the Nanowires

Based on the visual input from the stamping process, we plug in the sample holder
at a predetermined orientation and move with the coarse piezo drivers to the area of
the lowest density. A slow topographic line scan is performed along the edges of the
field-of-view. The dynamic range should be optimized before and adjusted during the
scan by stepping with the coarse z motor and tuning an auxiliary piezo element that
gives a constant offset in z. A high-resolution scan is acquired only if a distinct profile
of a nanowire is detected, otherwise we move couple of microns in the direction of
the ascending gradient and repeat this procedure. We found that the maximal moving
range of the coarse drivers is couple of hundreds microns, which is usually enough to
find a region with good density. Typical parameters for a topography scan are bias of 1
V, current set-point of 30 pA and scan speed of 10− 50 nm/sec. For spectroscopy typ-
ical parameters are lock-in frequency of 733 Hz, AC amplitude of 3 mV, parking bias
of 250 meV, and current set-point of 250 pA. The scan is usually not sensitive to the
precise feedback parameters and they are tuned to have the fastest response without
introducing current instabilities. Figure 2.9 shows STM topography of two nanowires
randomly intersecting on top of the gold substrate. the stripes along the nanowire axis
are a result of the convolution of the point spread function coming from the micro-
scopic shape of the tip apex with the faceted nanowire profile. In general, we limited
our measurements to the topmost facet, to avoid complications due to multiple mini-
tips and side-tunneling. The cleanness of the surface is demonstrated by resolving the
atomic structure of the Wurtzite crystal terminations, exposing the expected rectangu-
lar structure of the {10-10} facet and zigzag-like structure of the {11-20} facet (Hilner
et al., 2008). Atomic resolution was not obtained on all nanowires, even with distinc-
tively clean surfaces, and is highly dependent on the condition of the tip and scanning
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FIGURE 2.9: (A) STM topography of two InAs nanowires intersecting on top of the
gold surface. (B)-(C) Resolved atomic structure of the zig-zag {11− 20} and rectangu-
lar {10− 10} facets expected for a Wurtzite nanowire grown in the 〈0001〉 direction.

parameters. It is interesting to note that in many cases the ability to resolve the atomic
structure indicated a tip that is not well-conditioned for spectroscopy. We usually man-
aged, however, to recondition the tip on the clean gold terraces in the usual ways of
poking, pulsing and high current scans.

The gold Substrate

The Pt-Ir tip we use can be reconditioned in case of deterioration and tested on the
clean gold terraces to ensure stability, metallic behavior and reproducible results. Prepa-
ration of the gold single crystals for nanowire deposition includes an ex-situ polishing
and in-situ sputtering and annealing procedures. We first embed the gold single crys-
tals in crystal bond to facilitate their mechanical polishing in alumina suspension with
decreasing grain size (down to 50 nm). The crystal bond is then removed from the
single crystal by sonicating it in warm solvent. We characterized the polished sur-
face roughness in an atomic force microscope (AFM) before (Fig. 2.10A) and after
(Fig. 2.10B) nanowire deposition. Although it is shiny and reflective to the naked eye
and shows atomic terraces on the sub-micron scale, the resulting polished gold sur-
face is somewhat scratched on a micron scale. The surface roughness before nanowire
deposition (orange line in Fig. 2.10C) is on the order of 40 nm, comparable to the
mean nanowire diameter. Prior to nanowire deposition the polished gold substrates
are further Ar-sputtered and annealed under UHV conditions. This procedure pro-
duces contaminant-free crystalline gold surfaces but does not heal the surface rough-
ness caused by the polishing. The nanowires deposition seems to increase the surface
roughness, as illustrated by the wider height distribution in Fig. 2.10C (purple line).
The distribution is broadened to ∼ 60 nm and an asymmetric tail appears due to the
presence of nanowires. The height of the nanowires (defined as the difference between
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FIGURE 2.10: (A)-(B) AFM topographies and statistical analysis of surface roughness
Topography of clean (A) and nanowire covered (B) gold surfaces. (C) Height distribu-
tion of the topography in (A) (orange) and (B) (purple). The roughness can be charac-

terized by the variance of these distributions.

the top facet of a nanowire and the gold terrace adjacent to it) we measure in topogra-
phy mode varies between 70 to 120 nm, in agreement with this roughness. The rough-
ness naturally configures the nanowires in a semi-suspended geometry. It is hard to
asses the consequences of this geometry on the electronic structure, but it could be
argued that a flat substrate will promote hybridization of the substrate and nanowire
wavefunctions, making the 1D behavior much less prominent than what we virtually
observe (Chapter 3 and 4). We further discuss the effect of the semi-suspended geom-
etry on the dielectric constant in Section 4.4.
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Chapter 3

One-Dimensional Electronic Structure

3.1 Introduction

Semiconducting nanowires lend themselves as platforms for Majorana fermions due to
their high spin-orbit coupling and the ability to proximate them to a superconductor.
However, they are not considered as best quality ballistic one-dimensional (1D) sys-
tems - another important ingredient of the Majorana recipe. In practice, it is not clear
to what extent the systems that were shown to host Majorana modes are purely 1D.
Theorists have considered the implications of the realistic properties of the experimen-
tal systems (Stanescu, Lutchyn, and Das Sarma, 2011), such as quasi-1D nanowires
(Lutchyn, Stanescu, and Das Sarma, 2011), interactions (Gangadharaiah et al., 2011;
Lobos, Lutchyn, and Das Sarma, 2012), and disorder (Brouwer et al., 2011; Pientka et
al., 2012). There is quite a wide agreement that Majorana modes are experimentally
accessible even in these non-ideal scenarios. Perhaps more importantly, experiments
continue to provide compelling evidences for their realization in different devices and
architectures (Albrecht et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2018). It stands to reason, therefore,
that the 1D nature of semiconducting nanowires will be subjected to a careful experi-
mental investigation. To date, an unambiguous demonstration of subbands structure
and ballistic transport by measuring conductance steps and magnetoconductance is
missing (Kretinin et al., 2010; Ford et al., 2012; Vigneau et al., 2014; Weperen et al.,
2013; Holloway et al., 2015). The reasons for that are that scattering from disorder, im-
perfections, contacts, and surface states render the transport to the diffusive or quasi-
ballistic regime. Indeed, several works report smeared steps that appear at high mag-
netic fields, where back-scattering is suppressed. An interesting exception is a recent
work on InSb nanowires (Kammhuber et al., 2016), in which improving the electrostatic
environment and contact quality resulted in rather convincing conductance steps ob-
served at zero magnetic field. In this Chapter, we present an exhaustive spectroscopic
measurement of the 1D modes and their momentum space dispersion in pristine InAs
nanowires using STM.
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The large effective Bohr radius of InAs (∼ 34 nm) is comparable to the nanowires di-
ameter, resulting in quantization of the energy bands into 1D subbands En(k), that dis-
perse only as a function of the momentum parallel to the nanowire axis. The nanowires
possess a high rotational symmetry, leading to degeneracies of the higher subbands in
addition to the usual spin degeneracy. To calculate the density-of-states (DOS) in 1D
we divide the k-space segment k by the volume of a single state π/L, so the number of
electrons is N = 2kL/π (the factor of 2 comes from the spin degeneracy). Substituting
k =

√
2mE/h̄2 yields:

n = 2

√
2mE
h̄π

⇒ dn
dE

=
dn
dk

dk
dE

=
1

h̄π

√
2m
E

(3.1)

where n = N/L is the spatial density, and dn/dE is the DOS at a given energy. In
the case of multiple subbands, each subband contributes ∝ 1/

√
E− En to the DOS.

This has a very interesting consequence that is unique to 1D - at the bottom of each
quantized subband (where E = En) the DOS diverges, and this divergence is called as
Van-Hove singularity (VHS). This was used for an indirect observation of subbands in
InAs nanowires using a Kelvin probe microscope. In this technique one measures the
difference between the work function and EF and therefore it is insensitive to scatter-
ing effects that obscure the transport signature. By applying a gate voltage to an InAs
nanowire based transistor device pinning of EF to energies corresponding to the high
DOS VHS were observed (Halpern et al., 2015). Measuring the differential conduc-
tance with STM we can directly observe the VHS. Moreover, by taking spectroscopic
maps and analyzing the quasi-particle interference (QPI) patterns that are embedded
in the local DOS (LDOS) when electrons scatter from impurities, we can visualize the
dispersion and study in-depth the 1D band structure. In this chapter those results, to-
gether with supporting DFT and tight-binding calculations will be presented. A more
concise discussion in some of these results appear in the main text and supplementary
material of Reiner et al., 2017.

3.2 Results

Electronic Spectrum

Figure 3.1A shows a typical energy resolved differential conductance (dI/dV) mea-
surement. The semiconductor structure is easily verified - the valance band terminates
at about -400 meV, and is separated by an energy gap of ∼ 300 meV from the conduc-
tion band onset at about -100 meV. In STM E = 0 corresponds to EF and therefore EF

lies in the conduction band. This n-type conductivity is expected for intrinsic InAs,
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FIGURE 3.1: (A) Electronic spectrum of InAs nanowire. EF is ∼ 75 meV above the
conduction gap minimum, and the semiconducting gap is about 350 meV. Resonances
indicating the 1D sub-bands are seen more prominently in the conduction than in the
valance bands. (B) Van-Hove singularities from spectra taken on different crystal ter-
mination. locations across the nanowire are shown in inset by arrows of corresponding

color over the topography.

as will be discussed in Sec. 3.3. The conduction band clearly shows a series of res-
onances coming from the VHS, but this is much less clear in the valance band. This
confirms that the conduction band is more strongly affected by quantum confinement
effect than the valence band (Ning et al., 2013), probably due to the larger effective
mass. The resonances are broadened instrumentally by temperature and lock-in oscil-
lation amplitude, but also by disorder and hybridization between the wavefunctions
of the nanowire and the gold substrate (Wildöer et al., 1998; Odom et al., 1998). The en-
ergy spacing between the resonances, ∆E = 10− 50 meV, agrees with a simple model
of particles confined to an infinite cylinder

Em,n =
h2

(4πm∗d2)
ρm,n (3.2)

where m∗ = 0.02 me is the effective mass in terms of the electron mass, ρm,n is the nth

root of the mth order Bessel function, and d, the nanowire diameter, falls within 60-80
nm. Fig. 3.1B shows spectra measured on different facets, identified by their atomic
structure. It can be appreciated that the VHS are almost not affected by the different
terminations. Since EF is approximately 100 meV above the bottom of the band, the
quasi-1D Fermi sea of the nanowires occupies 3-4 subbands. Using Eq. (3.1) we can
estimate an electron density of about 100 electrons per micron, in agreement with the-
oretical predications (Degtyarev, Khazanova, and Demarina, 2017). The reported mea-
surements were repeated for several nanowires, producing comparable results, with
insignificant variations due to different nanowire diameters and disorder realizations.
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FIGURE 3.2: (A) band structure of bulk Wurtzite InAs crystal calculated by DFT, the
color scale corresponds to the projection to the As-p and In-s orbitals. Spin-orbit in-
teraction splits the spin labeled bands (B) Large scale plot of the band structure along
high symmetry directions in the Brillouin zone. (C) Illustration of the kernel polyno-
mial approximation in a smaller toy system. The DOS at kz = 0 is plotted, where the
orange lines are the exact eigenvalues coming from quantized subbands, and the blue

Gaussians are the approximated values.

Comparison to ab-initio calculations 1

To further investigate the quantization of the band structure we implemented ab-initio
calculations. The low symmetry of the realistic nanowire geometry renders calcula-
tion of its band structure from density functional theory (DFT) computationally ex-
pensive. Therefore, tight-binding parameters were calculated from bulk Wurtzite InAs
crystal using DFT, implemented by the Vienna Ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)
(Kresse and Furthmüller, 1996). The tight-binding Hamiltonians were constructed by
projecting the Bloch wave functions to localized Wannier functions (Marzari and Van-
derbilt, 1997), corresponding to the In-s and As-p atomic-like orbitals (Fig. 3.2A-B).
The Wurtzite unit-cell has 2 In and 2 As atoms in it, and each As-p orbital is triply
degenerate. Accounting also for the spin we get a total of 16 degrees-of freedom in this
momentum-space Hamiltonian. The hybrid-functional (HSE06) (Heyd, Scuseria, and
Ernzerhof, 2003) was adopted for the exchange-correlation effect and the spin-orbit
coupling was included.

Realistic tight-binding model by means of a kernel polynomial approximation (Weiße
et al., 2006) was used to determine the band-structure of the system. Assuming a
nanowire with hexagonal cross-section that is translationally invariant along the z-axis,

1The ab-initio calculations presented here were carried out by our theory collaborators: B. Yan (DFT)
and I.C Fulga (realistic tight binding model).
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a tight-binding Hamiltonian based on the parameters obtained from the DFT calcula-
tions can be constructed. For the plots in Fig. 3.3 a nanowire model with an outer
diameter d ' 73 nm was used. This corresponds to a real-space Hamiltonian H(kz)

with 21931 sites, each of which describes the 16 internal degrees of freedom. The large
size of the Hamiltonian matrix makes direct diagonalization impractical. Instead, we
approximate the band structure by determining the momentum resolved density of
states, ρ(kz, E), using a kernel polynomial method. For each value of kz, the density of
states can be written in terms of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, En(kz), as

ρ(kz, E) = ∑
n

δ(E− En(kz)). (3.3)

Rather than determining the eigenvalues directly, Eq.(3.3) is expanded in a series of
Chebyshev polynomials.

Tn(x) = cos(n arccos(x)). (3.4)

These polynomials have useful analytical properties (for further information, refer to
Appendix A) that facilitates the computation of the spectrum for each value of kz to
a predetermined accuracy. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.2C that compares the DOS
approximated with Chebyshev polynomials to the DOS obtained from direct diagonal-
ization of a smaller toy model at kz = 0. The numerical results shown in Fig. 3.3A are
obtained using N = 8192 polynomials for each value of kz, which gives a numerical
broadening of ∼ 5meV, comparable to the instrumental broadening. Since the spec-
trum we measure is not k-resolved we integrate the subbands shown in 3.3A over all k,
and the resulting curve bears close resemblance to the measured spectrum at Fig. 3.3B.

QPI from Impurity Scattering

We visualized the 1D electronic structure by measuring the QPI patterns embedded in
the LDOS by the scattered electrons. The scatterers in this segment of the nanowire
are point-impurities adsorbed to the surface during the growth or the sample transfer.
Spectroscopic maps were measured over the upper facet of the segment of a nanowire,
whose topography is shown in Fig. 3.4A. The imaged spatial fluctuations of the LDOS
about the mean value (Fig. 3.4B-D) are clearly energy dependent, signifying that these
fluctuations result from the electronic scattering off point-impurities. A spatial average
of these maps gives a representative dI/dV curve that shows the expected spectrum
quantization into a series of VHS (Fig. 3.4E). As explained in Section 2.2, the momen-
tum transferred between the impinging and scattered states, q = ki − k f , is embedded
in the spatial fluctuations. In 1D, intra-subband elastic scattering of a state with mo-
mentum k0 must back-scatter to −k0, resulting in momentum transfer of q = 2k0. By
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FIGURE 3.3: (A) Tight binding calculation of InAs nanowires band structure. Dotted
lines mark some of the calculated bands. (B) dI/dV measurement (black) and ab-initio
calculation (orange) both showing the semiconducting gap and onset of the quantized

conduction band in the form of van-Hove singularities in the LDOS.

performing a Fourier transform along the nanowire axis at the different energies, a
series of dispersing subbands shown in Fig. 3.4F is captured. The signal is strongest
near the bottom of each subband, where the DOS is highest, and fades out with in-
creasing energy, because of the decreasing DOS and the larger momentum transfer
required. When the energy measured from the bottom of the subbands reaches the sub-
band spacing ∆E, additional inter-subband scattering processes can introduce shorter
wavevectors that complicate this simple picture. The measured QPI agree remark-
ably well with the ab-initio calculation of the spectrum (dotted lines correspond to the
subbands marked in Fig. 3.3A). Fitting a quadratic term at the bottom of each band
yields an average effective mass m∗ = 0.05± 0.01me that resembles that of bulk InAs
m∗ ∼ 0.02me. The peak of the Van-Hove singularities seen in the average spectrum
coincide with the minima of the visualized sub-bands (marked by solid red lines). This
serves as an important consistency check, and reinforces the identification of these fea-
tures as the spectral signature of the 1D quantized band structure.

3.3 Discussion

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first spectroscopic visualization of the quan-
tized subbands that form in semiconducting nanowires. We conclude that the nanowires
are in the multi-subband regime and that EF lies consistently in the conduction band.
This n-type conductance is attributed to donor-type surface states supplying electrons
to the nanowire. In accordance, it is widely accepted that a surface accumulation
layer is formed, which explains the relative easiness of forming Ohmic contacts to the
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FIGURE 3.4: Quasi-particle interference imaging of the quantized bands in InAs
nanowires (A) Topography of the nanowire surface with various surface impurities
that serve as scattering centers. The horizontal direction is parallel to the direction of
the nanowire. (B)-(D) Differential conductance (dI/dV) maps at 80, 70 and 60 meV
showing dispersive QPI patterns manifested in spatial fluctuation around the mean
value at each energy. Comparing the spatial standard deviation of the LDOS to the
mean spectrum yields that roughly 5% of the LDOS is modulated. (E) Mean spectrum
showing Van-Hove singularities. The spectrum was obtained by spatially averaging
the dI/dV maps and subtracting a monotonic smooth background for visibility. (F)
Fourier transform of the dI/dV maps with respect to the direction of the nanowire.
The red dotted curves are copied from Fig. 3.3A (the x-axis was scaled to represent
momentum transfer q = 2k), and demonstrate the close resemblance between the cal-
culated and the measured band structure. The solid red lines indicate that the bottom

of each band originates from a specific Van-Hove singularity.
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nanowires (Kretinin et al., 2010; Degtyarev, Khazanova, and Demarina, 2017; Scheffler
et al., 2009; Mead and Spitzer, 1963; Tsui, 1970; Olsson et al., 1996), as well as to estab-
lish a stable tunneling junction. The spatial distribution of the wavefunction is there-
fore expected to have larger weight near the surface. Indeed, a recent theoretical study
based on the solution of coupled Schröedinger-Poisson equations in nanowires with
the hexagonal cross-section, shows that the spatial distribution of electrons in intrinsic
InAs nanowires is strongly affected by the charged surface states and the nanowire
width (Degtyarev, Khazanova, and Demarina, 2017). It is claimed that the dominat-
ing distribution type is tubular, with additional electron accumulation regions at the
corners connecting two facets. Although our study does not provide a conclusive evi-
dence, it does support a tabular distribution merely by our ability to clearly visualize
the quantum confinement of the bulk nanowire by measuring on its surface. More-
over, the consistency of the spectra from different facets (Fig. 3.1B) further establish
that the surface measurement reflects the actual electronic spectrum of the nanowire
rather than dangling bonds or other decoupled surface phenomena. In our polygonal
shaped nanowires we did not find evidence, however, for an increased LDOS close to
the edge of the facets.

Another important aspect is the effect of disorder on fluctuations of the chemical
potential, and the effect of the of an inhomogeneity in the geometry of the nanowire
that alters the confinement potential and therefore the quantization conditions. The
significance of both effects could be estimated by following the spatial evolution of the
VHS along the nanowire. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.5A-B, we find that these fluctua-
tions can be rather considerable - of order ten meV over a pertinent distance of 60 nm.
The smooth manner in which the VHS vary may suggest that a change in the quantiza-
tion conditions is dominant here, but since the screening length in this system is quite
large, disorder induced fluctuations cannot be ruled out. This has crucial implications,
since a realization of Majorana modes requires fine tuning of the chemical potential
along a considerable distance (Oreg, Refael, and Von Oppen, 2010; Das et al., 2012;
Mourik et al., 2012). In the presence of disorder, such fine tuning might be difficult,
since the bands are not necessarily pinned to a certain energy, but rather show local
fluctuations that are significantly larger than the energy scales dictated by the induced
superconductivity ∆ind (∼ 100 µeV) and the Zeeman gap EZ (∼ 1 meV/T).

The ability to control the chemical potential using gates is important in the design
of any device, and in particular for Majorana experiments that require tunning the
chemical potential to the spin-split band crossing. We intend to explore these regime
by combining the vacuum transfer method with ex-situ lithographic design. The idea
is to use focused ion beam (FIB) to cut trenches in Si/SiO2 wafer with a thin layer of
gold deposited on the SiO2. The nanowires are harvested in the usual manner and
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FIGURE 3.5: (A) Top: topography of a clean nanowire, the white frame indicates the
zoomed in map shown on the bottom panel. The dashed frame marks the area of
the horizontal linecut (averaged over the vertical direction) that is shown in (B). (B A
spectroscopic linecut showing VHS above the semiconducting gap. The VHS fluctuate
considerably in energy indicating spatial fluctuations of the chemical potential. (C)
SEM image of a nanowire across trenches defined in silicon oxide in a device designed
to allow gating of the nanowire. The light gray is thin gold layer used to drain the

tunneling current.

can statistically be found crossing the trenches. By applying voltage to the field line
emanating from the trenches will vary the chemical potential and its effect, and in
particular its spatial dependence can be probed directly with STM. Figure 3.5C shows
a prototype of such a device, and this direction is currently being perused in our lab.

Outlook - Helical State

InAs nanowires have strong spin-orbit interaction that separates bands with opposite
spin in momentum space. The bands cross at p = 0, and the energy at which this
crossing happens is denoted ∆SO, and its estimated value ranges between 0.05-1 meV
(Lutchyn et al., 2018). Applying a Zeeman field B perpendicular to the effective spin-
orbit field (namely, along the nanowire direction or perpendicular to the substrate) will
lift the degeneracy at p = 0 and mix the two spin bands. A Zeeman gap of 2Ez = gµBB
is opened (where g is the Landé g-factor and µB is the Bohr magneton) and forms
two pseudo-spin bands, labeled by their helicity (Fig. 3.6A). The modes that are not
gapped out are inherently protected from back-scattering, since that would require a
spin-flipping mechanism. The importance of the energy scale ∆SO is that for larger
magnetic fields (∆SO � EZ) the helical state will eventually be destroyed due to spin-
polarization of the system, resulting in the conventional scenario of two spinful bands
that are shifted by the Zeeman energy. Observation of reentrant quantized conduc-
tance due to 1D helical modes is reported in quantum wires created in GaAs cleaved
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FIGURE 3.6: (A) Splitting of the spin bands (blue - spin up, and red - spin down) due to
spin-orbit coupling and opening of a helical gap at B = 0.2 T (solid lines). The dashed
lines show the band structure at zero field. The band structure was calculated based on
realistic parameters adopted from Ref. Lutchyn et al., 2018 (B) Thermally broadened
spectra illustrating the experimental feasibility of detecting the signature of the helical
state. Bottom: Spectra at T = 10 mK, where the emergent peaks are very distinct. Top:
Spectra at T = 80 mK, where the different peaks start to merge. Inset: in our current
fridge temperature of 350 mK only Zeeman at large magnetic fields is accessible. (c)
schematics of electronic band structure, split by the spin-orbit interaction and mixed
by the applied magnetic field B. Orange and blue indicate opposite spins for the spin-
orbit effective field direction. The arrows denote several optional scattering processes.
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edge overgrowth samples (Quay et al., 2010). A recent work demonstrates conduc-
tance through helical states in InSb nanowires (Kammhuber et al., 2017), but clearly
more experimental input is essential to determine the robustness of the helical state.

The spectral feature that signifies an opening of the helical gap is the emergence of
two peaks in the DOS that onset at the crossing point and separate at high magnetic
fields. This is demonstrated in numerical calculations of the DOS based on realistic
parameters, shown in Fig. 3.6B. To estimate the feasibility of observing this spectral
signature, we account for the thermal broadening by convolving the calculated spec-
trum with a Gaussian with the proper width. For clarity, the lower panel shows the
spectrum assuming temperature of 10 mK, and the spectrum in the upper panel is
broadened by 80 mK, which is a feasible electron temperature for dilution fridge STM.
The result leads to interesting conclusions. At low magnetic fields (B ≤ 200 mT) the
two emergent peaks are distinguishable, but the peak at lower energy is overwhelmed
by the VHS at the bottom of the band. With careful measurement and analysis this
field range may be the optimal one to observe the helical gap. At higher fields the
lower emergent peak is completely merged with the VHS, and the distinction between
the helical state and a trivial Zeeman splitting becomes vague. It should be noted that
even at B = 1 T, where even the low temperature spectrum shows only two peaks,
the system is not necessarily spin polarized. In fact, Majorana zero bias peaks have
been observed above 1 T, implying that the helical state prevails. Its straightforward
spectral signature, however, would be more problematic to resolve, and alternative
experiments should be considered. The experiments described in this chapter were
conducted at 4.2 K, but our current ability is to measure as low as 350 mK in our He3

fridge STM, where splitting corresponding to B = 1 T should be clearly resolved (inset
of Fig. 3.6B). Encouraged by our proven ability to measure QPI in the nanowires, a con-
ceivable future direction is to address the suppression of scattering processes expected
in the helical state. Another alternative is to measure InSb nanowires, where recent
experiments suggest ∆SO = 6.5 meV (Kammhuber et al., 2016). An equally important
avenue is the study of induced superconductivity in the nanowires. This phenomena
shares similar energy scales and should coexist with the helical state, to set the stage for
the realization of the topological superconductor hosting Majorana end modes. To this
end, a dilution fridge STM is being designed and build in the lab, which will improve
our energy resolution, and make these experiments more accessible.
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Chapter 4

Suppressed Relaxation of Hot Electrons

4.1 Introduction

The higher the energy of a particle is above equilibrium the faster it relaxes due to
the growing phase-space of available electronic states it can interact with. In the re-
laxation process phase coherence is lost, thus limiting high energy quantum control
and manipulation. Within Landau’s description of the Fermi liquid, interactions dress
the elementary particles of the system, yielding stable excitation called quasiparticle.
The stability criteria is that the lifetime of this excitations τ is longer than the char-
acteristic time it takes the system to adiabatically evolve from ideal non-interacting
state. Since the electron-electron interaction is suppressed rapidly by Thomas-Fermi
screening, it can be treated perturbatively and τ can be calculated from Fermi golden
rule. It can be shown that for excitations very close to the Fermi energy EF, energy and
momentum conservation restrict the scattering integral to a narrow shell around EF of
order ε1/EF, where ε1 is thw quasiparticle energy. The stability of the quasiparticle
is therefore granted by two factors that crucially depend on the dimension: the weak
interaction and the small phase space available for scattering.

h̄
τ

∝


(

εi
EF

)2
in 3D(

εi
EF

)2
ln
(

εi
EF

)
in 2D,

(4.1)

This result holds for kBT � εi � EF and is independent of the exact form of the
interaction.

In 1D systems the strong interactions are expected to destabilize electronic quasi-
particles. In the low energy regime the dispersion can be linearized, which means
that all excitations travel at the same velocity and interactions become imperative.
This goes beyond the framework of Fermi liquid and is described by an integrable
model known as the Luttinger liquid, which does not support relaxation by inelastic
processes. In a more realistic case the dispersion is non-linear and perturbative ap-
proach can be carefully employed (Lunde, Flensberg, and Glazman, 2007; Imambekov,
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Schmidt, and Glazman, 2012; Karzig, Glazman, and Von Oppen, 2010). Momentum
and energy conservation strictly imply that pair collisions cannot promote energy re-
laxation (the electrons either exchange momenta or transfer zero momenta), this can be
facilitated only by higher order three-particle processes. This leads to a peculiar conse-
quence - relaxation is much less efficient for holes than it is for electrons, as was demon-
strated experimentally (Barak et al., 2010). Remarkably, we found that further peculiar-
ity was overlooked in the electron sector. We show that relaxation of hot electrons in
one-dimensional semiconducting nanowires evolves non-monotonically with energy
such that above a certain threshold ultra-hot electrons regain stability with increasing
energy. We directly observe this phenomenon by visualizing the interference patterns
of the quasi-1D electrons using scanning tunneling microscopy. We visualize both the
phase coherence length of the one-dimensional electrons, as well as their phase coher-
ence time, captured by crystallographic Fabry-Pèrot resonators. In the ballistic regime
of the clean nanowire this phase coherence loss corresponds to the relaxation rate. A
remarkable agreement with a theoretical model reveals that the non-monotonic behav-
ior is driven by the unique manner in which 1D hot-electrons interact with the cold
electrons occupying the Fermi-sea.

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Phase Coherence Length

QPI from the Nanowire End

To investigate the phase coherence properties of 1D hot electrons we visualize the QPI
patterns emanating from the strongest possible scatterer in the nanowire - its end. In
STM hot electrons (holes) are injected from the tip to the sample under positive (nega-
tive) bias which allows to directly measure the extent of phase coherence of such exci-
tations (Bürgi et al., 1999; Schneider et al., 2007). The topographic image of the end re-
gion is shown in Fig. 4.1A-B. The dI/dV map taken across the adsorbate-free segment
at the nanowire end (Fig. 4.1C) displays rich phenomenology including pronounced
dispersing QPI patterns, spatially constant Van-Hove singularities, and evanescent res-
onant states that leak from the gold droplet at the nanowire end. We focus here on the
origin and the nature of the pronounced dispersing QPI pattern at the nanowire end. It
should be noted that at all energies the QPI appears as a single dispersing wave. This is
surprising in view of the numerous Van-Hove singularities we concurrently image at
the same energy range, suggesting that electrons from multiple subbands should scat-
ter from the nanowire end and interfere. Fourier analysis of the end region indeed
shows a single dominant dispersing mode encompassing much fainter QPI patterns of
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FIGURE 4.1: (A) Topographic image near the catalyst Au droplet terminating the
nanowire. The clean facet location is marked by the dashed frame. (B) Topographic im-
age showing a clean facet at a nanowire end. (C) dI/dV measurement along a line-cut
on the clean facet (dashed arrow in (A)) showing a dominant dispersing QPI pattern
above the semiconducting gap alongside non-dispersing van Hove peaks. A mean
spectrum, 〈dI/dV〉, taken far from the nanowire end was subtracted. The residual
strength of dI/dV modulations is at most 30% of that mean value. (D) Fourier trans-
form of (C) showing a dominant mode associated with the lowest subband of the quan-
tized conduction band in full agreement with ab-initio calculations (dotted line). Faint

dispersing QPI of higher subbands are observed as well.
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smaller momentum transfers (Fig. 4.1D). The dominant 1D mode decorates the rims
of the bulk conduction band in full accord with our ab-initio calculations (dashed line,
see Sec. 3.2) and is henceforth identified with the lowest quantized subband of the
conduction band. As will be shown later in Sec. 4.3, the enhanced intensity of the low-
est subband interference pattern is a direct consequence of its significantly extended
phase coherence with respect to that of higher subbands. The origin for this extended
coherence length lies in the markedly restricted phase space of the relaxation processes
available for hot electrons in the lowest subband with respect to those available for
electrons in higher subbands.

Extracting the Phase Coherence Length from the QPI Patterns

The slow relaxation of the lowest subband renders this quasi-1D system to an effective
1D system, since it’s dominated by a single coherent channel. We take advantage of it
to visualize and analyze the energy dependence of phase coherence in 1D. To quantita-
tively examine the phase coherence length Lϕ of the lowest subband we use our precise
knowledge of its wavelength dispersion (dashed line in Fig. 4.1D), and spatially filter
out all non-dispersing end-features that do not follow these periodic modulations. At
each energy we perform a ”spatial lock-in” analysis by cross-correlating the LDOS,
normalized by its mean value away from the nanowire end, with a single period of a
cosine wave of the corresponding momentum transfer qE extracted from the disper-
sion.

XLDOS(E, x) =
∫

LDOS(E, x + x′)K(E, x′)dx′, (4.2)

where the kernel of the correlation is a single period of the wavelength corresponding
to the energy:

K(E, x) =

cos (qEx) 0 < x < 2π/qE

0 otherwise,
(4.3)

as plotted in Fig. 4.2A. The features that do not have the same spatial periodicity
as the standing wave at that energy are eliminated due to the orthogonality of the
Fourier series. Finally, the data shown in Fig. 4.3A-B is the absolute value of the cross-
correlated LDOS. It thus becomes evident that the decay length of the standing wave
pattern exhibits a non-monotonic behavior as a function of energy. We highlight that
this non-monotonic trend appears in the raw data (Fig. 4.1C), and can be emphasized
by other simple methods like spatial differentiation ∆ (dI/dV) /∆x, as demonstrated
in Fig. 4.2B. The differentiation eliminates all features that do not disperse with energy
such as Van-Hove singularities, and therefore enhances the relative contribution of the
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FIGURE 4.2: (A) The kernel used to calculate the cross correlation: cos (qEx′) rect (qEx′)
is shown for each energy E as a function of x′. This is simply a single period of a cosine
with a wavelength corresponding to the inferred momentum transfer qE. (B) Spatial
derivative of the line-cut shown in Fig. 4.1C. The profile of the non-monotonic decay

of the standing wave pattern can easily be traced.

standing wave. The main disadvantage of differentiation though, is that it complicates
the functional form of the decaying wave d

(
sin (qx) e−2x/Lϕ

)
/dx, and doesn’t allow

to quantitatively extract the exponentially decaying envelope.
Representative decaying standing wave patterns of the filtered data at various ener-

gies are presented in Fig. 4.3B. Each is fitted with an exponentially suppressed oscillat-
ing behavior, A |sin (qx + Φ)| e−2x/Lϕ , where the momentum transfer q is substituted
from the QPI dispersion (Fig. 4.1D). We stress that in the absence of interactions, 1D
electrons would have produced perfectly non-decaying QPI patterns. Accordingly, the
exponentially decaying profiles we measure necessarily signify processes that deco-
here the 1D electrons.

Non-monotonic Profile of the Coherence Length

The energy evolution of the fitted phase coherence length Lϕ is presented in Fig. 4.3C.
In the hot-holes sector, E < EF, we find a long coherence length of the standing
wave pattern. It reaches a maximum at the Fermi energy where Lϕ(EF) ∼ 100 nm,
corresponding to phase coherence time of ∼ 100 fs. Previous works determined Lϕ

by means of 1D weak localization theory based on magneto-transport measurements
(Hansen et al., 2005; Liang, Sakr, and Gao, 2009; Dhara et al., 2009; Estévez Hernán-
dez et al., 2010; Roulleau et al., 2010; Blomers et al., 2011). The obtained values are in
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FIGURE 4.3: Non-monotonic phase coherence length Lϕ visualized by QPI decay. (A)
The dI/dV map from Fig. 4.1C after applying a ’‘spatial lock-in” filtration, used to
highlight the decay profile of the QPI patterns. The extended standing wave patterns
of the hot-holes turn into progressively decaying QPI patterns above EF but then re-
vive above ∼ 80 meV. (B) Representative decay profiles from (A) (dotted lines), each
is fitted to A |sin (qx + Φ)| e−2x/Lϕ (gray lines). At the highest measured energies the
decay is too slow to fit reliably within the measured distance, which is limited by the
distant surface impurities (hence the large error bars). (C) Fitted Lϕ at different en-
ergies displays a non-monotonic evolution with energy (open circles). The calculated
phase coherence length from the model (solid line) agrees well with the measured non-
monotonic trend, and stands in sharp contrast to the E−2 behavior expected at the low

energy regime (dashed line).

the same ballpark and range between 50 nm for very thin nanowires (where elctron-
electron interactions are expected to be more dominant) to hundreds of nm for diam-
eters similar to ours. However, one would expect that the dephasing of a high energy
excitation is much faster than the dephasing of states close to EF, such as those probed
in these transport experiments. Remarkably, the energy evolution sharply changes
upon crossing EF to the hot-electron sector, E > EF, where Lϕ starts to shorten rapidly,
demonstrating the asymmetric electron-hole relaxation in 1D (Barak et al., 2010). It
is important to note that the length we measure is not the thermalization length but
rather the characteristic length at which the first relaxation step of the hot electron oc-
curs and randomize the phase. After a cascade of many relaxation steps towards EF,
the excitation will eventually equilibrate.

Looking at the phase coherence profile we can conclude that the initial trend seems
to agree with Landau type argument. Namely, the broader shell of states available for
electrons higher above EF facilitates faster relaxation rate. In 1D it was calculated to
be proportional to (E/EF)

2, only coincidently resembles the 3D result (Karzig, Glaz-
man, and Von Oppen, 2010). Remarkably, however, we find that this intuitive trend
of coherence loss with increasing energy reverses above ∼ 80 meV where the ultra-
hot electrons’ phase coherence length begins to grow back with energy. At the highest
energies measured Lϕ is comparable to the one we find at EF.
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FIGURE 4.4: . (A) Topographic image showing a series of adjacent stacking faults on
the top facet of the nanowire. (B), (C), and (D) show the dI/dV maps from three differ-
ent terraces, averaged over 12 linecuts across the nanowire (Y). A smooth background
has been subtracted for visibility. The observed puddels are the quantized resonances

used to determine the lifetime of the states.

4.2.2 Phase Coherence Time

Fabry-Pèrot oscillations and resonance lifetime

A distinct imprint of the non-monotonic relaxation profile was measured concurrently
away from the nanowire end by studying Fabry-Pèrot like structures formed by adja-
cent crystallographic stacking faults. Topographically, such a series of adjacent stack-
ing faults appears as consecutive parallel corrugations on the nanowire surface, whose
heights do not register with the size of the unit cell (Fig. 4.4A). Both the structure of the
stacking faults and their lateral distribution visualized in STM agree with those seen
in transmission electron microscopy of nanowires harvested from the same growth
(Fig. 2.4C-D). The dI/dV map taken in between the stacking faults displays faint reso-
nances (Fig. 4.4B-D) with a fairly symmetric spatial structure on top of the continuous
background. These resonances, also known as Fabry-Pèrot oscillations, are commonly
found in systems with reflective boundaries, and are a clear indication for a strong
scattering from the stacking faults (Kretinin et al., 2010). As will be discussed below,
finite lifetime of the quantum states caused by the leakiness of the cavity or by relax-
ation processes, will broaden these resonances. The broadening is characterized by
plotting the energy width of the resonances Γ versus their peak energy, as outlined in
the following.
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FIGURE 4.5: Measuring the energy broadening of a resonance peak. (A) 3D slices
of a resonance in the dI/dV map, showing its energy and spatial distributions. (B)
Gaussian fitting of the spatial distribution of the peak at a given linecut (Y0) and energy.
(C) Multiple gaussian model fitting of the energy distribution of the peak, determining
its width and peak energy. (D) Energy broadening of the quantized resonances Γ (E)
as a function of their energy (black dots). The error bars originate in a two-stage fitting

procedure.

Extracting the energy broadening of the resonances 1

The spatial distribution of the resonances along the nanowire axis (X) is rather sym-
metric with respect to the center of the terrace (Fig. 4.4), indicative of the confinement
of the electronic wavefunction. The resonances are spatially spread both along the
nanowire axis (X) and across it (Y), calling for a careful analysis to ensure a proper
determination of their accurate energy broadening. The procedure of this analysis is
demonstrated in Fig. 4.5. For each resonance we first determine the position across the
nanowire Y0, at which it is broadest in energy as shown in Fig. 4.5A. Next, to determine
its peak position along the nanowire X0, we average its dI/dV over a narrow (one-σ)
energy window around its peak energy, as shown in Fig. 4.5B, and extract its peak
position by fitting to a Gaussian. Finally, we plot the dI/dV energy profile at the peak
position (X0, Y0) and fit a single (or double) Gaussian profile (Fig. 4.5C. The mean and
variance of the fitted model are the resonance peak energy and width Γ (E), plotted in
Fig. 4.5D.

1The analysis described in this section was carried out by A.K. Nayak
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Reflection Coefficient of the stacking Faults

Electrons injected at the Fermi energy do not relax. The width of the resonance there
Γ (EF), is contributed by the finite time the electrons reside inside the resonator due to
the leakiness of its boundaries, as well as by instrumental contributions due to thermal
broadening (∼ 1 meV) and finite probing amplitude (3 meV). By subtracting out the
instrumental contributions and assuming an energy independent scattering barrier we
can calculate the reflection coefficient relying on the following model for scattering of
an electron off a stacking fault (Seo et al., 2010). We first want to calculate the wave-
function amplitude resulting from a superposition of all scattering paths in the single
band case. For an electron that initially travels to the left, the wavefunction amplitude
ψ1 at x = x′ (x′ = 0 in the middle of the terrace) is

ψ1 = 1 + e−ikL(x′+L/2)Re+ikR(x′+L/2) + e−ikL(x′+L/2)Re+ikRLRe−ikL(L/2−x′)

+ e−ikL(x′+L/2)Re+ikRLRe−ikLLRe+ikR(x′+L/2) + ...

=
1

1− R2ei(2kE L)
+

Rei(kEL)

1− R2ei(2kEL)
ei(2kE)x′ (4.4)

Where R = reiθ is the reflection coefficient, L is the length of the terrace. The mo-
menta kR = |kE|, kL = − |kE| are uniquely determined by E(k) and can be inferred
from the experimentally measured dispersion. Similarly, if the electron travels initially
to the right:

ψ2 =
Rei(kEL)

1− R2ei(2kEL)
e−i(2kE)x′ +

1
1− R2ei(2kEL)

(4.5)

Since LDOS (E, x) = 1
N

(
|ψ1 + ψ2|2

)
, where N is a normalization factor, we obtain:

LDOS (E, x) =
1
N

(
4 + 4r2 cos2 (2kEx) + 8 cos (2kEx) cos (θr + 2kE (L/2))

1 + r4 − 2r2 cos (2θr + 2kEL)

)
(4.6)

The simulated LDOS is plotted in Fig. 4.6a, and shows the expected alternating
symmetric and antisymmetric modes. A resonance appears when the denominator is
minimized, namely when cos (2θr + 2kEL) = 1. Expanding the denominator gives the
full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of each energy resonance.

ΓE = 2

√√√√√v2
E

(
1− |R|2

)2

L2 |R|2
(4.7)
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FIGURE 4.6: Quantized resonances in a confined 1D system. Calculated LDOS in a
quantum box with |R|2 = 0.9 . (a) Resonances of the lowest energy band, calculated
from the experimentally inferred dispersion. (b) Same resonances after instrumental

broadening due to temperature (∼ 1 meV) and finite probing amplitude (3 meV).

with vE = dE
dk . this expression can be fitted to the related broadening factor inferred

from the experiment, which gives |R|2 = 0.9. This high reflectivity indicates that a
stacking fault is a very strong scatterer that practically splits the nanowire.

Energy Dependence of the Coherence Time

After accounting for the instrumental and leakiness related contributions to the res-
onance width we now turn to discuss the remaining energy-dependent contribution,
Γ̃ (E) = Γ (E) − Γ (EF). Γ̃ (E) is attributed to the finite life-time of the injected hot
electrons before relaxing towards the Fermi sea. The extracted relaxation rate, τ (E) ∼
}/2Γ̃ (E), The initial increase above EF due to the increase in phase space is captured
by the dashed line in Fig. 4.7, representing the expected (E/EF)

2 behavior (Karzig,
Glazman, and Von Oppen, 2010). Remarkably, instead of continuing its monotonic in-
crease with energy, the relaxation rate saturates and starts decreasing. This trend is
captured by the solid line that was calculated from the theoretical model we propose
in Sec. 4.3. The hot electrons velocity v extracted from the measured dispersion curve
(Fig. 4.1D), relates the observed non-monotonicity of the relaxation rate

(
1/τϕ

)
to the

similar trend we detect in electrons coherence length (Fig. 4.3) via Lϕ ∼ vτϕ. This
ballistic formalism can be used because the end of the nanowire is free from impurities
(see Fig. 4.1A-B) (Bürgi et al., 1999). Furthermore, surface defects, imaged at remote
regions, have significantly smaller scattering amplitude than the one exhibited by the
physical end of the nanowire and do not seem to embed a superimposed QPI pattern.
Both mechanisms, that reflect relaxation induced phase decoherence of hot-electrons
in different manners, agree on the non-monotonic behavior, and find a similar energy
scale of 80 meV, at which the relaxation rate is maximal. Discrepancy in the overall
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FIGURE 4.7: The Energy broadening of the quantized resonances Γ (E) as a function
of their energy taken from FIg. 4.5D is shown in black dots. At the Fermi energy the
broadening σtot is attributed to instrumental contributions of temperature and probing
AC amplitude, σ0 = 3.9 meV (up to dotted line) and the transmissivity of the stacking
faults, ∼ 1.1 meV, setting a lower bound on the reflection coefficient of |R|2 ≥ 0.8±
0.1. The excess energy dependent broadening (above σtot) is attributed to the finite
coherence time of the electrons τϕ. Both the model (solid line) and the coherence length
data from Fig. 4.3c (circles) agree on the non-monotonic evolution of the electronic

phase coherence and deviate from the low-energy evolution (dashed line).

magnitude between the two is attributed to a slight variation in the suspension of the
nanowires over the gold substrate that change the dielectric constant. We thus firmly
conclude that 1D hot electrons in semiconducting nanowires indeed exhibit an energy
regime in which they regain phase coherence with increasing energy.

4.3 Theoretical model 2

The main result described in the previous sections is the extended phase coherence of
the lowest subband, and its detected non-monotonic behavior as a function of energy.
In fact, this seemingly surprising behavior is captured remarkably well by an explicit
calculation of the relaxation rate from Fermi golden rule (Fig. 4.3C and 4.7). In this sec-
tion we will present these calculations, and in Sec. 4.4, we will discuss their outcome

2The theoretical model described in this section was developed by T. Karzig, who also carried out
the numerics.
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from a more qualitative point of view. It should be noted that applying the calcula-
tion in the case of the Fabry-Pérot interferometer is rather straightforward since the
extracted quantity is indeed the lifetime of the state. It is slightly less straightforward
how the QPI measurement, which is essentially a measurement of Lϕ, relates to the
lifetime. For an injected hot electron to embed an interference pattern in the LDOS it
must travel coherently throughout its scattering path. In clean 1D nanowires in the ballis-
tic regime hot electrons lose their phase coherence predominantly by interacting with
the bath of cold electrons that occupy the Fermi-sea. This electron-electron interaction
eventually promotes relaxation of the system towards its ground-state in a cascade
of transitions to lower energy states. Under this assumption, the transition rate, cal-
culated by Fermi golden rule, will provide a measure of the coherence time (Datta,
1997). We concentrate on relaxation facilitated by the Coulomb interaction since in 1D
excitations of optical phonons carry negligible momentum and acoustic phonons are
too slow to effectively interact with the electrons (Park et al., 2004) (thermally excited
phonons are practically absent at 4.2 K).

4.3.1 Two-body inter-subband relaxation

Before referring to the origin of the non-monotonic behavior, we need to explain the
surprising observation that the higher subbands do not contribute to the QPI pattern.
In the following it will be argued that two-body processes available in the case of multi-
ple subbands allow hot particles in higher subbands to relax via inter-band transitions.
This facilitates a faster relaxation rate of electrons injected into those bands, in a simi-
lar manner to the scenario expected in higher dimensional systems. The fast relaxation
rate promotes rapid dephasing characterized by a short length scale, which practically
washes-out the QPI originated in those subbands. To estimate the rate of this faster
two-body inter-band processes we use the first order Golden rule expression

Γint = ∑
k2q

∑
σ2σ1′σ2′

2π

h̄
|〈1′2′|V|12〉|2n2(1− n1′)(1− n2′)δ(εi − εf) , (4.8)

where i = 1, 2 labels the states and denotes initial states at momenta ki and spin σi,
and j = 1′, 2′ denotes final states at momenta k j′ = k j + qj and spin σj′ . The Fermi-
Dirac distribution functions ni describe the condition of occupied initial and empty fi-
nal states and are evaluated at zero temperature in the following. The Coulomb ampli-
tude takes the form 〈1′2′|V|12〉 =

(
Vint

q δσ1,σ1′ δσ2,σ2′ −Vint
k1′−k2

δσ1,σ2′ δσ2,σ1′

)
/L, where Vint

q

is the Coulomb matrix element for scattering between two subbands while transferring
momentum q. We assume that the two subbands involved have the same dispersion
which is only shifted by an energy offset, which is well supported by the ab-initio cal-
culation. Moreover, we assume that the lower subband is partially filled for |k2| < kF
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while the upper band is entirely empty. Note that the latter condition can effectively be
reached by choosing the band of the excited particle with momentum k2 as the highest
occupied band at that momentum. Thereby the phase space of k2 extends from −kF to
kF (see Fig. 4.8A for a system with two occupied bands). After summing over the spins
and resolving the energy delta function (which yields the condition q = 0) we obtain

Γint =
2
h̄

∫ kF

−kF

dk2

2π

1
|v(k1)− v(k2)|

(
[Vint

0 ]2 + [Vint
k1−k2

]2 −Vint
0 Vint

k1−k2

)
, (4.9)

Since an inter-band scattering involves transverse momentum transfers ∼ 1/a (a
being the wire radius), we estimate Vint

0 ∼ V1/a. For large injected momenta k1 −
kF � 1/a, the direct terms of the interaction Vint

0 will dominate. Assuming a quadratic
dispersion for the occupied part of the band, i.e. v(k2) = k2/m, we can then perform
the exact momentum integration which yields

Γint =
kF

h̄vFπ
log
(

v(k1) + vF

v(k1)− vF

)
[Vint

0 ]2 , (4.10)

When using the parameters obtained from a fit of ε (k) = h̄v
√

k2 + k2
0 + ε0 to the

measured dispersion (ε (kF) = 0), yielding v = 1.4× 106 m/sec, k0 = 0.19nm−1, ε0 =

−250 meV, we finds very fast rates of the order of electron volts. Indeed, such high
rates might signal a breakdown of the perturbation theory in that limit. For Vint

0 . vF,
one should be well inside the perturbative limit. Since in that case Γint ∼ εF/h̄, it seems
reasonable that the typical time scales for interband relaxation are at least of the order
of the Fermi energy. For εF ∼ 75 meV, the upper limit on the scattering time is ∼ 10 ps,
which leads to Lϕ . 10 nm.

4.3.2 Three-body Relaxation Processes

Intra-Subband Processes

In clean one dimensional electron systems energy and momentum conservation strongly
restricts possible relaxation mechanisms. In particular, when taking into account the
finite curvature of the electron dispersion, simple two-body relaxation processes (as in
standard two or three dimensional Fermi-liquid theory) cannot lead to any relaxation.
To fix the energy and momentum conservation a third particle has to be involved which
takes up excess energy in the relaxation process. For weak interactions, the system is
therefore described by three body scattering processes (Lunde, Flensberg, and Glaz-
man, 2007).

In order to obtain theoretical estimates for the experimentally observed relaxation
rates, we extend the three-body scattering formalism of Refs. (Lunde, Flensberg, and
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Glazman, 2007; Karzig, Glazman, and Von Oppen, 2010) to higher energies and non-
quadratic dispersions. To describe the time scales for decoherence due to inelastic
processes we are interested in the out-scattering-rate of an hot electronic state (labeled
by "1")

Γ = ∑
k2k3q1q2q3

∑
σ2σ3σ1′σ2′σ3′

W123,1′2′3′n2n3(1− n1′)(1− n2′)(1− n3′) , (4.11)

Following previous notations. Note that despite the strong spin orbit coupling of InAs
the spin labels are still good quantum numbers in the absence of an external magnetic
field. The momentum sums run over all distinct initial and final states, which can be
achieved by restricting k1 > k2 > k3 and k′1 > k′2 > k′3 or by including appropriate
prefactors that compensate for double counting of states.

The three-body scattering matrix element W123,1′2′3′ can be obtained from the gen-
eralized Fermi golden rule expression

W123,1′2′3′ =
2π

h̄
|〈1′2′3′|VG0(εi)V|123〉c|2δ(εi − εf) , (4.12)

The subscript c signals that only "connected" processes where all three particles con-
tribute should be taken into account (thus excluding effective two-particle processes).
G0 and V are the free propagator and the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, respec-
tively. They take the form

G0(εi) =
1

εi − H0 + i0+
, (4.13)

H0 = ∑
kσ

ε(k)c†
kσckσ, (4.14)

V =
1

2L ∑
k1k2qσ1σ2

Vqc†
k1+qσ1

c†
k2−qσ2

ck2σ2ck1σ1 , (4.15)

where ε(k) describes the dispersion of the lowest subband, L is the wire length and Vq

is the one dimensional Fourier transform of the Coulomb interaction. Using the above
relations the three-body scattering amplitude can be decomposed into

〈1′2′3′|VG0V|123〉c = ∑
a′b′c′=P(1′2′3′)

(−1)pδσ1,σa′ δσ2,σb′ δσ3,σc′T
123
a′b′c′ , (4.16)

where P(1′2′3′) denotes all possible permutations of the primed labels and p is the
corresponding parity of the permutation. The decomposition allows to distinguish
between the direct term that involves momentum transfers qi

T123
1′2′3′ =

1
L2 ∑

abc=P(123)

Vka′−kaVkc′−kc δka+kb+kc,ka′+kb′+kc′

ε(kb) + ε(kc)− ε(kc′)− ε(kb + kc − kc′)
, (4.17)
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and five exchange terms that arise from exchanging the final states. With the conven-
tion that particle 3 is a left mover while 1 and 2 are right movers there is only one
forward-scattering exchange term T123

2′1′3, while the remaining four exchange terms in-
volve momentum transfers larger than 2kF. In this experiment we are working in the
regime where kF > 1/a (in terms of the wire radius a) which suppresses the back-
scattering exchange terms. For large momenta of the injected hot electron also the
forward-scattering exchange term (with momentum transfers of the order of k1 − kF)
will be suppressed.

Finally we require a concrete form of the Fourier transform of the Coulomb inter-
action Vq (Giuliani and Vignale, 2005). Using the unscreened Coulomb interaction in
real space V(r) = e2/4πεr, where ε is the effective dielectric constant, the effective one
dimensional Fourier transform takes the form

Vq =
e2

4πε

∫ dq⊥
(2π)2

4π

q2
⊥ + q2

|F(q⊥)|2, (4.18)

with the form factor
F(q⊥) =

∫
dr⊥|φ(r⊥)|2e−iq⊥·r⊥ , (4.19)

Here, we assumed a Gaussian wavefunction for the perpendicular confinement φ(r⊥) =√
2/πa2 exp[−(r⊥/a)2], which yields

Vq = −
e2

4πε
e

q2a2
4 Ei(−q2a2/4) , (4.20)

where Ei(x) is the exponential integral function. It can be shown that Vq interpolates
between − log(|q|a) for small q� 1/a and 1/(qa)2 for large q� 1/a.

With the above model, the integrations in Eq. (4.11) can be performed numerically
with no further approximations. using the dispersion and parameters fitted to the
experiment. The rate of a quadratically dispersing subband is shown on Fig. 4.8B and
captures the non-monotonic dependence that appears in the data.

Inter-Subbnad Processes

Although the non-monotonic behavior of the relaxation rate Γ is an inherent property
of a 1D non-linear band, to what degree it is pronounced depends both on the cur-
vature of the dispersion and on the position of εF. If εF is close to the bottom of the
band, the phase space growth is limited by the finite depth of the Fermi sea, and this
may contribute to saturation even before the momentum transfer is suppressed by the
Coulomb interaction. Namely, the phase space will only grow linearly (rather than
quadratically) for q > kF thus suppressing the growth of Γ at ε ∼ εF . Moreover,
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FIGURE 4.8: Modelling the relaxation rate of a 1D electronic subband. (A) Schematic
comparison of the slow 3-body relaxation of hot-electrons on the lowest subband, that
excites both co- and counter-propagating electron-hole pairs, and the fast 2-body re-
laxation of hot-electrons on higher subbands (red and blue arrows, respectively). (B)
The calculated relaxation rate of a single subband with quadratic dispersion. The dis-
persion was chosen to have the same Fermi momentum and Fermi velocity as the
nanowire”s lowest subband. (C) Relaxation rate for individual sub-bands. Contri-
butions to Γ by exciting the Fermi sea of different subbands; the lowest subband (-75
meV below εF, in blue), two higher occupied subbands (-50 meV in red and -25 meV
in yellow) and the sum of all three contributions (black). The energy denotes the bot-
tom of the subbands, and we use energy spacing and dispersion extracted from the

experiment.
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smaller εF results in smaller vF, leading to a larger velocity mismatch between the hot
and the excited electron, making the suppression of Γ more pronounced.

In our experiment the relaxation of hot electrons from the lowest subband can be
facilitated by excitations of particle-hole pairs from higher occupied subbands. Such
subbands, having smaller εF and vF, show a more pronounced non-monotonicity while
having a large density of states and therefore contribute significantly to the overall
trend captured by summing over all subbands. Fig. 4.8C shows the contributions to Γ
by exciting quasiparticles of each of the occupied subbands individually, with energy
spacing and dispersion which was inferred from our experiment. Their sum (black
curve) was used for the theoretical model shown in Figs. 4.3 and 4.7.

4.4 Discussion

We find that the interaction induced relaxation processes available for hot electrons in
the lowest subband are markedly different from those available at higher subbands.
Hot electrons occupying higher subbands decay predominantly via inter-band relax-
ation processes (blue arrow in Fig. 4.8A). These involve excitation of a single electron-
hole pair off the Fermi-sea with essentially no momentum transferred between the
two, namely q = 0. Therefore, the phase space available for such processes is rela-
tively broad (shaded region). We calculate an upper bound for their resulting phase
coherence length of Lϕ ≤ 10 nm. In contrast, hot-electrons occupying the lowest sub-
band relax only via intra-band 3-body scattering processes, much like hot electrons in
a single-subband nanowire. These 3-body processes necessitate exchanging both en-
ergy and momentum with the Fermi-sea (red arrows in Fig. 4.8A), which for any finite
curvature in the dispersion involves excitation of both co- and counter-propagating
electrons (Imambekov, Schmidt, and Glazman, 2012; Lunde, Flensberg, and Glazman,
2007; Karzig, Glazman, and Von Oppen, 2010; Ristivojevic and Matveev, 2013). The
phase-space for such 3-body relaxation processes is much more restricted and the
strength of the high order interaction term is significantly weaker, rendering the re-
laxation within the lowest subband substantially slower. This clarifies why the imaged
intensity of this subband dominates all other subbands in Fig. 4.1D.

It is this 3-body relaxation process of 1D hot electrons that exhibits the non-monotonic
energy evolution. The relaxation rate calculated via Fermi’s golden rule is contributed
both by the available phase-space of states as well as by the strength of the interaction.
We find that the available phase space for effective interaction is limited by a finite cut-
off in the momentum transferred in that scattering process q ∼ 1/d. Above the energy
corresponding to this characteristic momentum the interaction among the 1D electrons
V(q) is rapidly suppressed:
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V (q) ∼
{

ln (qd) , q� 1
/

d
(qd)−2 , q� 1

/
d

(4.21)

Consequently, above a certain energy threshold the hot electron ceases to interact
with deeper states in the Fermi sea because this involves an exceedingly large mo-
mentum transfer, q � 1/d. The increase in the relaxation rate saturates accordingly.
Remarkably, the relaxation rate starts decreasing beyond this saturation level. The rea-
son is the increasing velocity mismatch between that of the injected hot-electron vi and
the Fermi-velocity, vF ∼ 1 × 106 m/sec, which characterizes the electron-hole pairs
excited off the Fermi-sea in the 3-body relaxation process. This suppression can be in-
terpreted as resulting from the limited time window the co-propagating scattered elec-
trons with different velocities have for interaction. Thus, the combination of saturated
phase-space growth with decreasing interaction leads to the observed non-monotonic
relaxation profile in 1D, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.8B.

The model captures the behavior we find in our experiments remarkably well —
both the energy at which it assumes its maximal value at about 80 meV above EF as
well as the order of magnitude of the relaxation rate. Note, that in the fits shown in
Figs. 4.3C and 4.7 we have also accounted for inter-subband scattering processes in
which the hot-electron on the lowest subband excites electron-hole pairs at higher oc-
cupied subbands (exchange processes are still negligible as they necessarily involve
large momentum transfers). Intriguingly, we find that as the Fermi-sea becomes shal-
lower, its finite depth may saturate the growing phase space even before the 1D Coulomb
interaction does so (Appendix 4.3.2). All parameters except for the fitted overall pref-
actor are extracted from the experiment. Considering a more complex cross-sectional
wave function distribution, for example to account for a surface charge accumulation,
may somewhat shift the transition energy and the magnitude of the effect, but will not
change the qualitative phenomenon. The prefactor is highly sensitive to the ratio be-
tween the wave-function’s lateral extent and the dielectric constant. When substituting
the nanowire’s physical diameter the fit yields a dielectric constant of order unity. It is
thus much closer to that of vacuum than to that of bulk InAs, εbulk ∼ 15, asserting that
the Coulomb interaction is hardly screened. This is consistent with the electronic wave-
function being localized closer to the nanowire circumference and the nanowires being
suspended over the rough gold substrate. Accordingly, the discrepancy in the overall
magnitude of the two experimental methods studied, translates to a slight fluctuation
in the extracted effective dielectric (εend ∼ 1 versus εcenter ∼ 2) that is attributed to
small variations in the suspension between the nanowire end and center. These values
further signify that 1D electrons in suspended InAs nanowires are moderately inter-
acting with a Coulomb to kinetic energy ratio of rs ∼ 2− 3.
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Intriguingly, our model predicts that in 1D materials with extended quadratic dis-
persion, such as boron-nitride nanotubes Blase et al., 1994, or simply for free electrons
in 1D the relaxation rate will continue to decrease and become vanishingly small with
increasing energy as the velocity mismatch continues to grow. Furthermore, the more
nonlinear the dispersion is, such as in silicon and GaAs, the faster the relaxation rate
will decrease with energy. On the other hand, for any electronic band of finite width
the recovery of the phase coherence will eventually saturate at the inflection point of
the dispersion. Further above this energy, once the velocity of the ultra-hot electrons
drops below vF we find that the phase coherence length will start decreasing since
fast two-body relaxation processes become accessible. Nevertheless, the magnitude of
this decrease will be suppressed since these two-body relaxation processes necessarily
involve a finite momentum transfer that again increases with increasing energy thus
suppressing the Coulomb interaction and their contribution to the relaxation rate.

The discovered energy window of extended phase coherence and slow relaxation
lends new opportunities in coherent manipulations and applications of ultra-hot 1D
electrons in semiconducting nanowires that were otherwise thought to be highly un-
stable. A concrete example is given by photovoltaic quantum dots embedded in semi-
conducting nanowires whose performance is limited by the energy loss due to relax-
ation of the photo-electrons as they are transported to the leads (Beard, Luther, and
Nozik, 2014). On a more general ground, our finding of the new regime of extended
phase coherence in 1D can stabilize quasi-particles in 1D, sprouting novel theoretical
descriptions in the spirit of Landau’s paradigm for interacting ultra-hot electrons. This
result has already triggered a thorough theoretical analysis, showing that the effect
of the curvature in stabilizing the electrons applies also in higher dimensions (Bard,
Protopopov, and Mirlin, 2018).
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Chapter 5

Al/InAs

5.1 Introduction

The realization of Majorana modes hosted in a hybrid semiconductor-superconductor
nanowires (Lutchyn, Sau, and Das Sarma, 2010; Oreg, Refael, and Von Oppen, 2010;
Das et al., 2012; Mourik et al., 2012; Lutchyn et al., 2018) ignited an intensive theoreti-
cal and experimental investigation of this material system, aiming at harnessing it as a
platform for topological quantum computation. A consistent progress in the material
and fabrication fronts, guided by a more detailed theoretical understanding (Takei et
al., 2013), allowed to successfully meet important milestones. Those include epitaxial
engineering of a strong coupling between the semiconductor and the superconductor
(Krogstrup et al., 2015; Kang et al., 2017) resulting in a hard induced gap (Chang et al.,
2015), observation of the Majorana exponential protection (Albrecht et al., 2016), and
measurement of quantized Majorana conductance (Zhang et al., 2018). Along with this
experimental progress, several models were considered in order to study induced su-
perconductivity in the strong coupling regime (Reeg, Loss, and Klinovaja, 2017; Reeg,
Loss, and Klinovaja, 2018; Antipov et al., 2018), raising concerns that band-bending
effects might limit the ability to gate the nanowires into the topological regime. An-
other major concern, which is known as "quasiparticle poisoning" is the necessity to
avoid processes that change the numbers of electrons in the system, since the ground
state parity must be conserved to support the topological protection. This problem can
be circumvented by utilizing a design based on weakly coupled "Majorana islands",
where large charging energy EC fixes the total number of electrons in the system. This
route offers another signature of topological superconductivity beyond the zero-bias
conductance peak - a 1e period in a Coulomb blockade spectroscopy, rather than the
2e period expected for a trivial superconductor Coulomb island (Albrecht et al., 2016).
This design concept has become imperative to recently proposed architectures exploit-
ing measurement-only protocols for quantum information manipulation (Karzig et al.,
2017; Plugge et al., 2016). In ref. Karzig et al., 2017 the authors discuss the tradeoff
of reducing the device’s length, where on the one hand, this will result in a desirably
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larger EC, but on the other hand, at a length comparable to the coherence length ξ one
should be concerned of splitting of the degeneracy due to wavefunction hybridization.
Any realistic design will clearly depend not only on the dimensions of the Majorana
island, but also on the strength of the coupling between the semiconductor and the
superconductor. It is therefore evident that more comprehensive experimental input is
required in order to improve the design of future devices.

We present a detailed low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) study
of InAs nanowires coupled to epitaxial aluminum (Al) islands deposited in situ. In
spite of the pristine epitaxial interface the electrons that cross the Al to InAs interface
encounter a substantial energy barrier. Together with the tip to Al barrier the system
comprises a double-barrier tunneling junction (DBTJ), described within framework of
the orthodox model of correlated electron tunneling (Averin and Likharev, 1991; Am-
man, Mullen, and Ben-Jacob, 1989). In this framework, the resistance and capacitance
of individual islands can be read off directly from the measurement (Hanna and Tin-
kham, 1991). Therefore, by measuring the islands’ differential conductance (dI/dV)
we can probe the buried Al/InAs interface and extract the parameters that character-
ize it. We identify in our data several variations from the simple version of this model
and discuss how they can be accounted for by considering the mesoscopic nature of
the nanowire lead and the strongly coupled Al/InAs interface.

5.2 Results

Topography and Nanowire Spectroscopy

Reclined Wurtzite InAs nanowires were grown in the (111) direction on an epi-ready
(001) InAs substrate (Kang et al., 2017). In-situ deposition of Al was carried at room-
temperature, in which high mobility of Al on the surface results in segregation to sep-
arate islands (Fig. 5.1A). The Al islands typically spread across the nanowire side facet
and extend over a few tens of nanometers along the nanowire axis (Fig. 5.1B). A rep-
resentative ex-situ transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of a single Al island
(Fig. 5.1F) shows the atomically sharp interface between the InAs nanowire and the Al
island which is about 10 nm thick, 5 nm of which have been oxidized. Because of the
direction of the Al evaporation, larger islands form on the facet oriented towards the
Al source, and smaller island, down to few nm in diameter, form on the side facets. For
measurement in STM the nanowires were mechanically harvested and deposited over
a clean gold crystal, prior to their transfer to a commercial Unisoku STM. The entire
harvest and transfer process was carried out under ultra-high vacuum conditions, as
detailed Section in 2.4.
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FIGURE 5.1: (A-B) SEM image of InAs nanowire covered with epitaxially grown Al
islands. The large islands grow in the direction of the evaporation, and smaller islands
creep to the side facets. (C) False color STM topographies of a nanowire (blue) on a
gold substrate (yellow) covered with Al islands (gray). The effective shape of the tip
apex smears the islands so that the cover appears continuous. (D) When zooming in,
the crystallites facets can be seen and their growth orientation α and β can be observed.
(E) The top facet of the crystallites is atomically ordered. (F) TEM image showing the
clean interface between the nanowire and the Al island. The island has a pancake
shape and an AlO layer of about 5 nm builds up upon exposure to ambient conditions.

A topographic STM image of Al islands on an InAs nanowire deposited on a gold
substrate is shown in Fig. 5.1C. The islands that are physically separated from one an-
other seem overlapping because of their extruded topographic profile that is convolved
with the microscopic shape of the tip apex. Still, the imaged top surface of the islands
is a true representation of the island’s physical top surface. We find that the Al islands
terminate by an atomically flat facet. The two facet orientations that we find shown
in Fig. 5.1D are indicative of the two crystalline orientations in which the Al grows
on InAs nanowires - α, with the Al 〈111〉 orientation parallel to the nanowire 〈0001〉,
and β at a perpendicular orientation (Krogstrup et al., 2015; Kang et al., 2017). After
prolonged Al growth these will eventually merge into the polycrystalline Al structure.
The atomically resolved topographic image of an individual α oriented island in Fig.
5.1E shows the perfectly ordered crystalline structure of the Al atoms.

The imaged atomically pristine surfaces allow us to map the spectroscopic proper-
ties of the hybrid InAs-Al system. We begin by examining the effect of Al deposition on
the semiconducting properties of InAs. In Fig. 5.1G we compare typical dI/dV curves
taken on a bare nanowire (Reiner et al., 2017) and on an exposed InAs surface segment
of a nanowire decorated with Al islands (black versus blue lines, respectively). Re-
markably, the onset of the conduction band above the semiconducting gap occurs in
both about 100 meV below the Fermi energy EF (E = 0) regardless of the epitaxially de-
posited Al. This is a direct proof that epitaxial Al side coating, which was shown to be
necessary in inducing a hard superconducting gap in the nanowire (Chang et al., 2015),
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FIGURE 5.2: (A) typical dI/dV curves measured on bare nanowire (black) and
nanowire coated with Al island (blue). In both cases the conduction band onsets at
about 100 meV below EF. (B) dI/dV curves measured 3 Å steps apart from the bound-
ary of an Al island (lighter shading is further from the island). The dotted line indicate

that the conduction band does not shift at all.

does not lead to any substantial charge doping of the InAs nanowires. In both cases
we find that the conduction band is quantized into a series of peaks signifying the Van-
Hove singularities occurring at the bottom of each quantized subband in the nanowire.
While the energies of those singularities in the local density of states (LDOS) seems to
be fairly consistent in the two cases, the peaks appear to become broader when the
nanowire is coupled to Al. This additional broadening may very well be the conse-
quence of hybridization of the quantized nanowire electrons with the metallic islands
electrons.

The effect of possible band bending in InAs nanowires due to the strong coupling
to the Al is widely discussed and raises a serious concern in a finely tuned system
like Majorana wires. Estimations supported by numerical tight-binding simulations
suggest that the magnitude of the band bending at the interface is of the order of tens
and hundreds of meV (Reeg, Loss, and Klinovaja, 2017; Reeg, Loss, and Klinovaja,
2018). Recently, this problem was analyzed by a self-consistent Schrödinger-Poisson
approach and it was pointed out that band bending near the epitaxial interface induces
strong confinement and wavefunction hybridization which is essential for the strong
coupling (Antipov et al., 2018). Their calculations yield that the electrostatic potential
varies considerably across the nanowire - about 200 meV over 30 nm. Remarkably,
this bending is completely absent from the data acquired over hundreds of different
spectra, including at very small distances (< 1 nm) from Al islands. An example for
that can be seen in Fig. 5.2B that shows a series of spectra acquired on the nanowire in
increments of 3 Å from the boundary of an Al island. The first Van-Hove singularity
indicating the onset of the conduction band does not shift (dotted line), showing no
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FIGURE 5.3: (A) dI/dV measurement at 370 mK on a larger island (its topography is
shown in the inset of (B)). The dip diminishes with B, confirming its originates in the
superconductivity. (B) Interpolated false color plot of the spectra acquired at different
magnetic fields (dashed lines, same as in (A)) showing the closure of the supercon-
ducting gap and the remaining Coulomb gap. (C) Tunneling spectra acquired with
nanowire transport device at 13 mK demonstrating similar phenomenology. Inset: a
different device that was measured both in dilution and He3 temperatures, showing
how the gap hardens as the temperature is decreased, Courtesy to A. Grivnin from M.

Heiblum’s group.

apparent signs of global charge doping nor of local band bending. If this bending
exists, then it must be screened over atomic scale out of the island. .

Conductance of the Al Island

We now investigate the electronic spectrum measured on the Al islands. The low
temperature spectrum in Fig. 5.3A-B was measured on the largest island we scanned
(about 50 nm across). A significant dip appears in the LDOS at zero bias in the absence
of a magnetic field, B = 0, where the conductance drops by almost 70%. With appli-
cation of a magnetic field, the spectrum evolution shows a hierarchy of two zero bias
gaps. One gap is susceptible to magnetic field and the other is insusceptible. The low-
field gap gradually decreases with B applied perpendicular to the gold substrate and
closes at about B = 700 mT, in agreement with similar nanowires measured in trans-
port (Fig. 5.3C). We thus identify this dip in the LDOS with the superconducting gap
of Al, and attribute its soft appearance to the temperature T ≈ 0.4 K, which is compa-
rable to the bulk critical superconducting temperature TC = 1.2 K. The effective width
of the gap at B = 0 T is ∆ ≈ 250 µeV, which is about 50% larger than the bulk value
∆Al = 180 µeV. The increased width of the superconducting gap can be contributed
by a narrower and shallower gap which is revealed at high magnetic fields, as well as
by an excess voltage drop over the interface between the island and the nanowire. The
latter also is responsible for the effectively doubled gap size in the transport devices
that were measured in a double tunnel probe configuration (Fig 5.2C). The smaller gap
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registers about 40% drop in the conductance, and remains unchanged up to 2 T. In
our spectroscopic measurements of different Al islands we have detected similar zero
bias gaps of width far greater than ∆Al. We identify these with mesoscopic Coulomb
gaps induced due to electronic charging effects introduced by the high resistance and
small capacitance of the mesoscopic Al islands. These become apparent whenever the
contact resistance of the nanowire-Al island interface RNA surpasses the quantum re-
sistance, RNA > πh̄/2e2 ∼ 6.5 kΩ, (e is the electron charge and h̄ is the reduced Planck
constant), and when the charging energy EC = e2/2C of the island (C being the island
total geometrical capacitance) is large compared to the temperature, EC > kBT. when
both these conditions are fulfilled, electron tunneling through the island will be in the
Coulomb blockade regime.

A more drastic effect is therefore expected in smaller islands that have larger RNA

and EC. The topography of several small islands formed on the nanowire side facet
is shown in Fig. 5.4A. The dI/dV linecut taken across one of those islands shown in
Fig. 5.4B displays a wealth of spectral features on the island as well as off of it, on the
adjacent exposed InAs segment: we first note again that the onset of the conduction
band remains at a constant energy no matter how close to the Al island we probe it.
On the Al island a hard gap of about 120 meV appears around zero bias. At energies
beyond this gap we detect sharp resonances at both the electron and the hole sectors
that strongly shift in energy across the island while retaining their energy separation
from one another constant. These resonances extend out of the islands into the adjacent
bare nanowire segment where they shift monotonically to higher biases. Finally, on the
bare nanowire at energies within the semiconducting gap (E < −100 meV) those reso-
nances display negative differential conductance (NDC). The spatial structure of these
spectral features can be appreciated from the 2D constant-energy dI/dV maps taken
on a different small island shown in Fig. 5.4C. At low energies (-190 meV), the finite
dI/dV of the island (light blue), including spatially scattered resonance peaks (dark
blue pixels), contrast with the zero dI/dV of the InAs semiconducting gap (white).
This contrast abates above the onset of the conduction band (-60 meV), and then re-
verses around zero bias, where the Al island becomes gapped. At yet higher energies
resonance peaks are scattered in different positions inside the island, but the resonance
that extends outside of the island (marked in R) shows a more regular ring-like shape
that disperses outwards with increasing energy.

We first resolve the spectral features measured on the Al island. An individual
dI/dV curve at a position marked with an arrow in Fig. 5.4B is displayed in Fig. 5.5A.
A DBTJ is formed by the tip-island and island-nanowire junctions as outlined schemat-
ically in Fig. 5.5B. The DBTJ problem is analytically solvable (Amman et al., 1991), but
the solution can be greatly simplified by taking the limiting case of asymmetric tunnel
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FIGURE 5.4: (A) STM topography of a side facet with small aluminum islands. The
black line relates to the topographic profile of the island we study in (B). The lateral di-
mensions of the island are slightly smeared by the blunt apex of the tip, but they can be
estimated as 10 nm across and 2 nm in height. (B) A spectroscopic linecut correspond-
ing to the topographic profile across the Al island and the InAs nanowire adjacent to
it. Around EF the Coulomb blockade regime can be seen, along with dark-blue res-
onances at the electron and holes sectors. These resonances leak into the nanowire
and sharply disperse as a function of position. The resonances changes sharply from
negative (saturated red) to positive dI/dV when it crosses the onset of the conduction
gap (above −100 meV). (C) Conductance maps of a different small island showing the
spatial dependence of the different gaps and resonances on the Al island and the InAs

nanowire.
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FIGURE 5.5: (A) dI/dV at a particular position on the droplet (inset), with a fit to
the orthodox model (red dashed line). The annotations refer to the circuit parameters
that can be extracted from the measurement. (B) Schematic diagram of the equivalent

circuit when the STM tip is positioned on the droplet.

junctions (Hanna and Tinkham, 1991). This is a typical scenario in STM experiments,
where the resistance between the tip and the island is on the order of 1 GΩ. In this case
the larger tunneling rate implied by RNA determines the most probable number of elec-
trons in the island n0, and the current through it is regulated by the larger resistance
RTA. The regime around zero-bias where I(V) = 0 is the so-called Coulomb blockade
regime where the electrostatic repulsion prevents electron transport through the island.
At higher voltages the system enters an Ohmic-like regime where I depends linearly
on RTA (constant dI/dV). In this regime the island behaves as an effective charge effect
transistor (Amman, Mullen, and Ben-Jacob, 1989), since it is energetically favorable
for the system to allow an electron transport through the island. The Ohmic behavior
is interrupted each time the accumulated charge CTAV = e and another electron can
jump on/off the island and change the total occupation.

Following Ref. Hanna and Tinkham, 1991 the current-voltage relation can be writ-
ten as following:

I(V) =

0, if (−e/2 + n0e−Q0)/CNA ≤ V ≤ (e/2 + n0e−Q0)/CNA

(RTACΣ)
−1(−(n0e−Q0) + CNAV − e sign(V)/2), otherwise

(5.1)
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FIGURE 5.6: (A) A dI/dV trace around the peak of the upper resonance from Fig. 5.4B
showing its energy broadening.(B) A plot of RNA at different bias voltages extracted
from the energy broadening shown in (A). It confirms that this tunnel barrier is en-
ergy dependent, and that closer to the bottom of the band the resistance increases. (C)
Log-log plot of RNA vs. CTA, indicating the power-law behavior expected from the

geometrical dependence of these parameters.

where the sharp resonance in the dI/dV is determined by the condition for changing
the integer number of electrons in the island n0:

e−1(−CTAV + Q0 − e/2) ≤ n0 ≤ e−1(−CTAV + Q0 + e/2) (5.2)

Here, e is the electron charge, and CΣ = CTA + CNA. Q0 represents an inhomogeneous
polarization charge that changes considerably as a function of the tip position. It af-
fects the conductance by shifting the Coulomb gap and the charging resonances, and
can therefore be considered as an effective gate electrode that due to inhomogeneous
polarization charge distribution gates differently at different position. It should also
be noted that the gap and the resonances shift oppositely in energy with respect to
zero-bias, explaining their perfectly anti-correlated shifts observed in Fig. 5.4B. The
Ohmic-like regime is governed by the term (1/RTA)(CNAV/CΣ) in eq. 5.1. A ca-
pacitive voltage divider CNA/CΣ divides the bias voltage between the two tunneling
junctions, and the current is determined only by RTA.

The dashed red line in Fig. 5.5A shows the overall excellent agreement between
this model and the measurement. A notable deviation occurs, however, at the onset
of the Ohmic-like regime, and originates from the mesoscopic nature of the nanowire,
as will be discussed below. The fundamental parameters characterizing the nanowire-
island system can thus be extracted from the different energy scales apparent in the
conductance curve (as annotated in Fig. 5.5A), yielding: CTA ∼ 0.3 aF, CNA ∼ 1.5 aF
and RTA ∼ 1 GΩ. To estimate RNA, we note that the width of the resonance in Fig.
5.5A is larger than the experimental resolution (temperature broadening is ∼ 1 meV,
and the AC excitation is 5 meV). This excess broadening comes from the dwell time
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FIGURE 5.7: (A) dI/dV curves at varying distance from the Al island, highlighting the
resonance peaks. The red to gray color scale corresponds to the distance from the right
boundary of the island as illustrated in the topography inset. The background signal
of the InAs spectrum is marked with solid blue. The inset shows a trace following the
energy-distance dispersion of the resonance (circles) with a power-law fit (light gray)
(B) A diagram of the corresponding circuit when the tip descends from the Al island

and becomes an effective gate electrode.

of the electrons in the island, before they tunnel into the nanowire. It is determined
by the larger tunneling rate ΓNA (Hanna and Tinkham, 1991), and can be used to es-
timate RNA (Millo et al., 2000). The resistance and the tunneling rate are related by
ΓNA = VNA/eRNA, where VNA is the voltage drop on the island-nanowire junction.
RNA can then be approximated by employing the time-energy relation ∆E ∼ h̄ΓNA.
Remarkably, it is evident from the trace shown in Fig. 5.6A that the width of the res-
onance increases with its peak energy, rendering RNA an energy dependent quantity
(Fig. 5.6B). This interesting dependence can have two possible origins: an energy de-
pendent tunneling barrier at the interface and the spectral structure of the nanowire
density-of-states, as will be elaborated in Sec. 5.3.

Figure 5.6C shows a log-log plot of RNA vs. CNA extracted from islands of various
sizes in the range of 5-40 nm in diameter. We naively expect both quantities to scale
with the size of the interface area A between the island and the nanowire. The extracted
slope m = −0.81± 0.27 confirms that the dependence between these physical param-
eters is almost inversely proportional (m = −1). It therefore stands to reason to assign
a simple contact resistance RNA = ρ0/A and plate-like capacitance C = C0A behavior,
scaled by A, with specific resistivity ρ0 and specific permittivity C0 that characterize
the electrostatic properties of this interface.

We now turn to discuss the possible origin of the two intriguing features off the
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Al island - the strong dispersion of the resonances and the NDC within the gap. Fig.
5.7A shows a series of dI/dV curves at varying distance from the island right bound-
ary (red to gray colors, as illustrated by the topography inset), the resonance peaks
stand out with respect to the background of the InAs spectrum (solid blue). Note that
the red colored resonances at higher energy emanate from the higher resonance of the
island, whereas the NDC at negative energies emanate from the lower resonance (com-
pare to Fig 5.4A). The inset traces the corresponding energy and distance dispersion of
the lower resonance peak. This strong dispersion can be explained in the following
manner; When the tip descends from the island to the nanowire, the situation can no
longer be considered as a DBTJ. The resistive coupling of the tip-island tunneling junc-
tion decays exponentially, whereas the capacitive coupling decays only as a power law
(see diagram in Fig. 5.7B). In this configuration the bias voltage is acts as a capacitive
gate CTA that accumulates charge Q0 on the island, therefore allows electrons to jump
on/off the island whenever it is tuned to e(n0 ± 1/2). We can expand the distance
dependence of CTA to second order in powers of r/L, with r being an approximate
diameter of the island (set to 2.5 nm) and L is the distance to the tip.

CTA(L) = C0
TA(1 + r/L + (r/L)2) (5.3)

Plugging Eq. (5.3) to the expression for the charging energy EC(L) = e2/2C(L) can
reproduce the observed dispersion with no further fitting parameters (light gray line
in the inset of Fig. 5.7A).

Before we explain the appearance of the resonance as a NDC, it is important to ap-
preciate that what it indicates is a decrease in the magnitude of the total integrated
current when the voltage bias is increased in magnitude (either to the positive or nega-
tive side). Now, since the overall current at energies within the semiconducting gap is
carried only by the 1D modes of the nanowire - its decrease implies that these conduc-
tance channels are somehow being blocked by tunneling into to the resonant state. That
is to say, by populating states in the island with the tip-induced gating, the nanowire
1D modes are affected in a way that reduces the current. Importantly, electrons that
occupy states in the island at energies that coincide with the gap cannot be drained
through the nanowire by elastic tunneling. The electrostatic potential in the island
continues growing, but no electron can enter the island in order to balance it. We sug-
gest that the Fermi sea of the nanowire reacts by shifting the charge carriers in a way
they will screen this potential and this shift of charge carriers away from the draining
electrode is manifested in NDC.
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FIGURE 5.8: (A) Topography of the interface between an InAs nanowire and the gold
catalyst. This is in the same area that is shown in Fig. 4.1a-b. The disordered surface
of the gold particle may indicate the granularity or polycrystalline structure that gives
rise to quantization. (B) dI/dV map along the red dashed arrow in (a). The spectrum
on the gold particle is distinctly quantized, with charge disorder that induces fluctu-
ations in the energy of the resonances. The resonances leak into the nanowire where
they coexist with the 1D QPI pattern. Within the semiconducting gap (E < 75 meV the
resonances feature NDC, saturated to red in the false color scale. (C) The integrated
current at a position featuring NDC resonance, where the current is carried by the 1D
modes of the nanowire . The red part illustrates decreasing (negative) current when

increasing (negative) bias voltage, indicting current blockage of these modes
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Double Barrier Tunneling Junction at Au/InAs Interface

To extend the validity of this observation, we present a different realization of an in-
terface between a nanowire and a mesoscopic metallic system, that shows very similar
features. The topography of the interface between a nanowire and the Au particle that
catalyzes the growth is shown in Fig. 5.8A (the same nanowire shown in Fig. 4.1). In
Fig. 5.8B it can be seen that the conductance measured on the gold particle shows sim-
ilar resonances to those seen on the Al droplet. The absence of a distinct Coulomb gap
may indicate that the capacitance of the effective Coulomb island to its environment
is larger in this case resulting in small EC. A Coulomb staircase structure on a granu-
lar gold film has been reported previously Hanna and Tinkham, 1991, and we assume
similar granularity in the disordered polycrystalline gold catalyst is what gives rise to
this effective realization of a DBTJ, with grain sizes corresponding to couple of nm. On
the InAs, in coexistence with the QPI patterns, the tails of the resonances extend into
the nanowire, featuring position-dependent energy dispersion. The energy dispersion
is more complicated in this case, probably since the complex morphology and electro-
static environment renders the capacitive coupling to the tip non-trivial. Remarkably,
two of these resonances, those that inhabit the semiconducting gap, are in fact nega-
tive. Fig. 5.8C shows the integrated current at negative voltage bias, where the NDC is
manifested by a decrease in the total current supported by the nanowire’s 1D modes,
as explained above.

5.3 Discussion

Our results suggest interesting consequences that go beyond a simplistic DBTJ descrip-
tion. We have mentioned above that the fit to the orthodox model (Fig. 5.5A) fails to
reproduce our data at the onset of the finite conductance above the Coulomb gap. The
data exhibits a small peak right at the conductance onset followed by a gradual in-
crease over ∼ 200 meV until saturation. We attribute these interesting features to an
intricate energy structure of RNA. Indeed, in the limit of RNA � RTA, which is gen-
erally true for STM experiments, the conductance is proportional to 1/RTA (Eq. (5.1)),
and RNA has no effect other than determining the width of the resonances, as explained
above. The conventional assumption following Bardeen’s tunneling theory (Bardeen,
1961) is that the tunneling probability T(E) is energy independent, and therefore we
expect the relation RNA � RTA to hold at all energies. Remarkably, our experimental
results suggest that this assumption may not be valid in our case. In Fig. 5.6A shows
the variation of the charging resonance due to spatially inhomogeneous excess charge
Q0. Correspondingly, RNA varies substantially as a function of energy, and is larger at
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FIGURE 5.9: (A) Simulated DBTJ conductance for RNA = RTA, where the charging
energy is marked by a red dashed line. In addition to the resonance at high energy
(yellow dashed line), two resonances emerge at the onset of the conductance (purple
dashed line) and in between them (green dashed line). (B) Measured (dots) and simu-
lated (solid line) conductance at the low energy regime, showing the effect of T(E). (C)
Simulated conductance with DOS of a trivial superconductor (red) and topological su-
perconductor (blue). In the latter case the zero bias peaks originating in the Majorana
modes are shifted by the scaled charging energy (green dashed line). The charging
and pairing energies are denoted by blue and red dashed lines, respectively. In this

simulation the resistance and capacitances were chosen to be equal

energies close to the Coulomb gap, as shown in Fig. 5.6B. In fact, Bardeen’s theory con-
siders only weak coupling, in which tunneling occurs due to the overlap between the
exponentially vanishing tails of the wavefunctions across the finite width of the insu-
lating barrier. In our case, however, the tunneling barrier is formed over an atomically
sharp epitaxial interface, leading to strong wavefunction hybridization. The resulting
T(E) will therefore strongly depend on the variation of the wavefunctions as a function
of energy. This variation can be a result of an electrostatic potential that is induced by
redistribution of the excess charge across the various effective capacitors, for example
by changing the bias voltage.

We recall that RNA is inversely proportional to the transition rate: RNA(E) ∝ (Γ(E))−1,
where Γ is given in terms of T(E), the occupation functions f and densities-of-states ρ

of the electrodes:

Γ(E) =
∫ ∞

−∞

2π

h̄
|T(E)|2 ρA(E− εA

F )ρN(E− εN
F ) f (E− εA

F )(1− f (E− εN
F ))dE (5.4)

It is therefore evident that an energy dependence of T(E) and of ρ(E) would change the
effective value of RNA. We generally expect that in the presence of a tunneling barrier
at the nanowire-island interface lim

E→0
T(E) = 0, and that its value will gradually increase

with energy. This implies that RNA can increase dramatically at the low bias regime, in
accordance with what we measured, even to the extent it will become comparable to
RTA.

To further analyze this dependence we have carried out explicit simulations (see
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Appendix B for details). We first validate our simulations in the regime RTA � RNA.
In this regime any energy structure that may exist in RNA is not reflected in the con-
ductance which is completely dominated by the resistance RTA, and we obtain a fit
identical to the one shown in Fig. 5.5A. When we assign RNA = RTA, both resistances
can be treated on equal footing, and the conductance shows a richer structure. Two
new resonances emerge, one at the conductance onset and the second in between the
onset and the high energy resonance, as shown in figure 5.9A (more generally, that
would depend on the capacitance ratio, for more details refer to Hanna and Tinkham,
1991). Interestingly, the appearance of a resonance right at the conduction onset in our
data may indicate that at this bias regime T(E) is small enough so that RTA ∼ RNA. To
assign a concrete form to T(E), we model the potential barrier at the atomically sharp
epitaxial interface as a δ-function. Solving this potential barrier problem we obtain the
functional form:

T(E) =
1

1 + χ/ |E| (5.5)

where χ is related to the height of the δ-function and is determined by the work func-
tion at the interface. The resulting calculated conductance presented in Fig. 5.9B cap-
tures the features identified in the measurement. It shows a peak at the onset of the
conductance indicating a transition to a regime of comparable resistances. The gradual
recovery towards the high bias limit reflects the recovery of T(E), corresponding to
the limit lim

E→∞
T(E) = 1, where the ratio RTA � RNA is restored and the conductance is

proportional to 1/RTA.
We conclude by discussing superconducting and topologically superconducting is-

lands in the Coulomb blockade regime. In superconducting islands the new energy
scale (centered at zero bias) of the superconducting gap shifts the charging resonances
(Ralph, Black, and Tinkham, 1995), where odd and even resonances shift in opposite
direction. As mentioned above, Coulomb islands are favorable configuration for real-
ization of Majorana fermions, since they are inherently protected from quasi-particle
poisoning. The conventional signature associated with the Majorana state is a peak
in the conductance at zero bias. Similarly to the superconducting gap, the Majorana
peak would be shifted from zero energy by the scaled charging energy and replicated
periodically to each charging resonance. This means that this unique signature could
be measured at finite and multiple bias (Fig. 5.9C). A careful control of the parameters
obtained for instance by controlling the capacitances will allow to position these Ma-
jorana peaks in an optimal manner, making it easier to resolve them and distinguish
them from competing spectral features.
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Appendix A

Kernel Polynomial Approximation

We determine the band structure of the system theoretically by means of a kernel poly-
nomial approximation.(Weiße et al., 2006). Using the tight-binding Hamiltonian ob-
tained from ab-initio calculations, we define a nanowire geometry which is translation-
ally invariant along the c-axis and has a hexagonal cross-section. For the fits presented
in Chapter 3 we have used a nanowire with an outer diameter d ' 72.8 nm. This corre-
sponds to a momentum-dependent Hamiltonian H(kz) with 21931 sites, each of which
describes the X-orbital degrees of freedom of the two atomic species (In and As), as
well as spin.

The large size of the Hamiltonian matrix makes direct diagonalization impractical.
Instead, we approximate the bandstructure by determining the momentum resolved
density of states, ρ(kz, E), using a kernel polynomial method. For each value of kz, the
density of states can be written in terms of the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian, En(kz),
as

ρ(kz, E) = ∑
n

δ(E− En(kz)). (A.1)

Rather than determining the eigenvalues directly, we expand (A.1) in a series of
Chebyshev polynomials

Tn(x) = cos(n arccos(x)). (A.2)

The polynomials (A.2) obey the recursion relations

Tn+1(x) = 2x Tn(x)− Tn−1(x), (A.3)

with T0(x) = 1 and T1(x) = x, and are defined in the interval x ∈ [−1, 1]. Due to
this latter constraint, the kernel polynomial method requires rescaling the Hamiltonian
such that its spectrum is contained in the interval [−1, 1]:

H̃ =
H − b

a
, (A.4)
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with energies

Ẽ =
E− b

a
. (A.5)

We set a = 6.35 eV, b = 3.11 eV, and expand the rescaled density of states

ρ̃(kz, E) = ∑
n

δ(E− Ẽn(kz)) (A.6)

in an infinite series

ρ̃(kz, E) =
1

π
√

1− E2

[
µ0 + 2

∞

∑
n=1

µnTn(E)

]
, (A.7)

with the expansion coefficients

µn = Tr Tn

[
H̃(kz)

]
, (A.8)

where Tr denotes the trace.
The infinite sum appearing in (A.8) is truncated by keeping only the first N terms

ρ̃(kz, E) ' 1
π
√

1− E2

[
µ0 + 2

N−1

∑
n=1

µnTn(E)

]
, (A.9)

an approximation which leads to fluctuations in the density of states, also known as
Gibbs oscillations. The latter can be reduced by modifying the expansion coefficients
as µn → gnµn, where we make the choice

gn =
(N − n + 1) cos

πn
N + 1

+ sin
πn

N + 1
cot

π

N + 1
N + 1

, (A.10)

corresponding to the so-called Jackson kernel (Weiße et al., 2006).
The numerical results of Chapter 3 are obtained using N = 8192 polynomials for

each value of kz, and the coefficients (A.8) are determined using a stochastic evaluation
of the trace

µn = Tr Tn

[
H̃(kz)

]
' 1

R

R−1

∑
r=0
〈r|Tn(H̃(kz))|r〉. (A.11)

Here, |r〉 are random vectors with entries drawn from the Gaussian distribution with
zero mean and unit variance. Each coefficient was computed using R = 10 random
vectors.
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Derivation of a Generalized Orthodox
Model

Following Refs. Hanna and Tinkham, 1991; Amman, Mullen, and Ben-Jacob, 1989;
Amman et al., 1991, we model the system as a double barrier tunneling junction, where
each junction has capacitance CNA (CTA) and resistance RNA (RTA) in parallel for the
nanowire-aluminum (tip-aluminum) junction (see Fig. 5.4B for a diagram of the cir-
cuit). It should be noted that RNA ∝ (|T|2 ρAρN)

−1 . This will require a certain modifi-
cation of the model, since RNA cannot be assumed to be energy independent, as often
assumed in the framework of the orthodox model. In this case, the nanowire density-
of-states ρN and the tunneling probability T have a substantial energy dependence that
should be accounted for.

The tunneling rates of any of the junctions can be calculated by using the Fermi
Golden Rule:

Γa→b ∝
∫ ∞

−∞
|T (E)|2 ρa (E− εa

F) ρb

(
E− εb

F

)
f (E− εa

F)
(

1− f
(

E− εb
F

))
dE (B.1)

To calculate Γ, the semi-classical approximation εa
F− εb

F = −∆Eclass
a→b is used. Namely,

the difference between the Fermi energies of the electrodes comprising the junction cor-
responds to the difference between the energies of the classical system before and after
an electron has tunneled on/off the island:

∆E±TA =
e

CTA + CNA

(
e

NA
±
(

N − Q0

e

)
e± CNAV

)
= Ec

(
1 + 2

(
N − Q0

e

))
± V

1 + CTA
CNA

(B.2)

∆E±NA =
e

CTA + CNA

(
e
2
±
(

N − Q0

e

)
e∓ CTAV

)
= Ec

(
1− 2

(
N − Q0

e

))
∓ V

1 + CNA
CTA

(B.3)
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Where ± denotes tunneling on/off central electrode, Ec ≡ e22 (CTA + CNA) is the
charging energy, Q0 is the polarization charge, N is the number of electrons on the
central electrode (island charge), V is the voltage bias.

The temperature scale in the experiment is∼ 1 meV, much smaller than all the other
relevant scales, and is therefore treated as zero temperature.

Combining the above equations we obtain:

Γa→b ∝
∫ ∞

−∞
|T (E)|2 ρa (E− εa

F) ρb

(
E− εb

F

)
f (E− εa

F)
(

1− f
(

E− εb
F

))
dE (B.4)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
|T (E + εa

F)|
2 ρa (E) ρb

(
E + εa

F − εb
F

)
f (E)

(
1− f

(
E + εa

F − εb
F

))
dE

εa
F−εb

F=−∆Eclass
a→b=

∫ ∞

−∞
|T (E + εa

F)|
2 ρa (E) ρb

(
E− ∆Eclass

a→b

)
f (E)

(
1− f

(
E− ∆Eclass

a→b

))
dE

T→0
=

∫ ∞

−∞
|T (E + εa

F)|
2 ρa (E) ρb

(
E− ∆Eclass

a→b

)
(1−Θ (E))Θ

(
E− ∆Eclass

a→b

)
dE

= Θ
(
−∆Eclass

a→b

) ∫ 0

∆Eclass
a→b

|T (E + εa
F)|

2 ρa (E) ρb

(
E− ∆Eclass

a→b

)
dE

We define σ (N, V) as the probability distribution of having N electrons at bias V.
Noting that the proportionality constant is the same for all tunneling rates, we need to
solve the detailed balance equation subject to probability normalization:

σ (N, V)
(

ΓTA
+ (N, V) + ΓNA

+ (N, V)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
total tunneling rate into central

electrode with N electrons

=
(

ΓTA
− (N + 1, V) + ΓNA

− (N + 1, V)
)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
total tunneling rate out of central

electrode with N + 1 electrons

σ (N + 1, V)

(B.5)

∞

∑
N=−∞

σ (N) = 1 (B.6)

This equation has an analytical solution (Amman et al., 1991) that is given by:

σ (N, V) =
∏N−1

i=−∞

(
ΓTA
+ (i, V) + ΓNA

+ (i, V)
)

∏∞
i=N+1

(
ΓTA
− (i, V) + ΓNA

− (i, V)
)

∑∞
j=−∞

[
∏

j−1
i=−∞

(
ΓTA
+ (i, V) + ΓNA

+ (i, V)
)

∏∞
i=j+1

(
ΓTA
− (i, V) + ΓNA

− (i, V)
)]

(B.7)
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However, practical evaluation of this expression requires truncating the sum for
larger values of |N|. This approximation is based on the fact that σ(N, V) is sharply
peaked at low temperature and reasonable voltages around the most probable occupa-
tion N0, which is of order 1. The current (up to a proportionality constant) is then just
the difference between the tunneling rates in and out of any of the junctions:

I (V) ∝ e
∞

∑
N=−∞

σ (N)
(

ΓNA
+ (N)− ΓNA

− (N)
)

(B.8)

∝ e
∞

∑
N=−∞

σ (N)
(

ΓTA
− (N)− ΓTA

+ (N)
)

And dI/dV is obtained by numerical differentiation with respect to V.
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